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Multimedia communications, especially real-time video communications, is expected
to be the major application of the next-generation wireless networks. However, bringing
delay-sensitive and loss-tolerant multimedia services based on the current wireless Internet
is a very challenging task. In this dissertation, we address cross-layer optimized wireless
multimedia networking from both theoretical and practical perspectives.
In the rst part of the dissertation, we propose cross-layer optimization frameworks for
real-time video communications over wireless networks, where the expected received video
quality is adopted as the objective function. With the user-centric objective function, we
rst study content-aware video communications in single-hop wireless networks by exploring
the transmission of video summaries. Then, we investigate the routing issue for real-time
video streaming over multi-hop wireless networks. Lastly, we study the performance of video
summary transmission over cooperative wireless networks to exploit the spatial diversity of
cooperative communications. Extensive theoretical and experimental results demonstrate
that signicant performance gains are obtained by our solutions.
In the second part of the dissertation, we theoretically study the methodology of cross-
layer design and optimization. Despite rich literature in cross-layer design and optimization
schemes, most current research on cross-layer design has been carried out in various piece-
meal approaches and lacks a methodological foundation to gain in-depth understanding of
complex cross-layer behaviors. We focus on the quantitative analysis of the interactions
among design variables towards to the design objective. The interaction measure is calcu-
lated based on the non-additive measure theory with network observation data. We conduct
a case study on cross-layer optimized wireless multimedia communications to illustrate the
major cross-layer design tradeos and validate the proposed theoretical framework. The
proposed framework can signicantly enhance our capability for cross-layer behavior char-
acterization and provide insights for future design.
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Wireless networking has been one of the fastest growing industry sector in the past few
decades, especially in last ten years. Many new standards and technologies have been pro-
posed and developed, such as IEEE 802.11-based wireless local area networks (WLAN),
IEEE 802.16-based Wireless Metropolitan Area Networks (WMAN), IEEE 802.15-based
Wireless Personal Area Networks (PAN), the 3rd/4th generation (3G/4G) mobile telecom-
munication networks, and the 700MHz Whitespace WiFi. With the increasing bandwidth
eciency, energy eciency, and mobility, wireless networks have enabled various applica-
tions and changed in many ways how we communicate.
At the meantime, multimedia communications has signicantly facilitated and enriched
people's daily life. People have witnessed the fast development of various wireless multi-
media applications, such as video content distribution (e.g., Youtube, P2P streaming by
PPStream, PPLive, etc.) and live video communications (e.g., video conferencing by skype
video, MSN, etc.). Signicant advances in video compression have made it possible to de-
liver high-quality video at relatively low bit rates. Recent advances in video compression
technique are to make video compression algorithms more ecient, more exible, and more
robust against errors. The state-of-the-art video coding standard H.264/AVC has achieved a
signicant improvement in rate-distortion eciency relative to existing standards [1]. When
used well together, the features of H.264/AVC provide approximately a 50% bit rate savings
for equivalent perceptual quality relative to the performance of prior standards. Scalable
video coding (SVC) [2, 3] intends to provide simple adaptations for various needs or pref-
erences of end users as well as to varying terminal capabilities or network conditions. As
2a new paradigm for video compression, distributed video coding [4] reverses the traditional
balance of complex encoder and simple decoder and enables a simple encoder at the expense
of a more complex decoder, which holds great promise for new generations of mobile video
cameras, such as wireless PC cameras and smartphone cameras.
Because of the success of both wireless networks and video compression technology,
multimedia applications are expected to become the main theme of the next-generation
wireless Internet. It is fully expected that there will be a stronger user demand for bringing
multimedia streaming services to the ubiquitous computing devices in the coming years.
However, bringing delay-sensitive and loss-tolerant multimedia services based on the current
wireless Internet is a very challenging task due to the facts: 1) the original design goal of the
Internet, based on the layer concept of the open systems interconnection (OSI) model, is
to oer simple delay-insensitive and loss-sensitive data services with little quality of service
(QoS) consideration; 2) the current Internet architecture was designed for communication
among computers, not communication among humans, making it very challenging to deliver
human- and content-oriented services via the Web; 3) Due to the time-varying and fading
nature of wireless channels and the limited spectral resources, layer-separated design can no
longer guarantee an optimal end-to-end performance for multimedia delivery over wireless
networks. Therefore, these facts urge us to rethink the current Internet architecture and
develop a new design methodology for multimedia communications over the current and
future wireless Internet.
Cross-layer design has been thought as one of the most eective and ecient ways to
provide quality of service (QoS) over wireless networks, and it has been receiving many
research eorts. Cross-layer design methodology in communications was rst studied in
adaptive modulation and coding (AMC) [5, 6] to signicantly enhance throughput under
time-varying channel quality. Adaptive modulation and coding has been advocated at the
physical layer by many standard wireless networks, such as 3GPP/3GPP2 [7, 8], HIPER-
LAN/2 [9], and IEEE 802.11/16 [10]. Inspired by the big success of adaptive modula-
3tion and coding, researchers have applied cross-layer optimization into many other areas,
such as cross-layer networking architecture [11{13], joint optimal video analysis and de-
livery [14{16], joint source-channel coding optimization [17{19], application-QoS provision-
ing [20,21], video distortion-driven routing [22,23], queueing and scheduling [22,24{26], link
adaptation [6, 27], and energy eciency [28,29].
Despite the large amount of research work proposed in recent years, the following re-
search issues for cross-layer design for wireless multimedia communications still remain open
problems:
 Most existing work on media streaming focuses on video streaming applications with
pre-encoded videos. However, pre-encoded video streaming does not allow for the
video coding adaptation to dynamic network conditions and user requirements which
is feasible to be performed in real-time video applications for performance improve-
ment. Here, real-time video applications refer to the scenarios where videos are cap-
tured, encoded, transmitted, and displayed to end users on-the-y. Such applications
are expected to signicantly increase in the coming years, for example, in the form
of real-time video surveillance and monitoring, video telephony, live video broadcast-
ing, etc. However, due to the real-time requirement, compared to the pre-encoded
video streaming, providing real-time video applications faces more challenges, such
as the higher required computational capability and larger memory size of the de-
vices for video coding, the higher required transmission bandwidth, and the required
better trade-o between compression-induced distortion and transmission-induced dis-
tortion. Therefore, to achieve the optimal performance of cross-layer design for real-
time wireless multimedia communications, video coding and transmission should be
jointly considered. Although video coding has been considered in some cross-layer
design work, such as joint source-channel coding [17{19], critical issues related to
video transmission over wireless networks has been supercially addressed due to the
use of oversimplied network models in these work, such as, how to satisfy the delay
4constraint of real-time video communications, how to achieve the optimal received
end-to-end video quality in a multi-hop wireless network, and how to maximize net-
work resource utilization.
 Current research on cross-layer design for wireless multimedia communications has
been carried out in various piecemeal approaches with dierent specic design objec-
tives. For example, some work focuses on the maximization of network throughput,
the minimization of transmission delay, or the user-received video distortion. Piece-
meal approaches may cause so-called design paradoxes such as the Ellsberg Para-
dox [30], in which each individual design variable residing at certain network layer
makes the \best" decision to maximize the design objective at the local scope, but
the overall system performance may be worse than that of not doing any optimiza-
tion. Therefore, current research on cross-layer design lacks a theoretical study of the
methodology of cross-layer optimization. Although some researchers have realized the
needs for quantitative analysis of the design of cross-layer solutions [31] and have pro-
posed some formal methods [31{41] for the cross-layer modeling and optimization of
wireless multimedia networks, there is still lacking of a rigorous mathematical model
to gain in-depth understanding of cross-layer design. Therefore, research is still needed
to provide a theoretical formulation and quantitative analysis on cross-layer design
issues, which will be crucial to avoid design pitfalls in existing design and provide
insights for future design.
1.2 Research Scope
In this research, we investigate the performance of cross-layer optimization solutions for
real-time video communications over three types of wireless networks, i.e., single-hop wire-
less networks, multi-hop wireless networks, and cooperative wireless networks. We consider
the joint optimization of the video coding parameters of an H.264 codec at the application
5layer and the transmission parameters at lower layers in a cross-layer manner. From the
point of view of end users, the end-to-end video quality is the most straightforward and
reasonable objective function in any optimization framework for video streaming. There-
fore, we implement the recognized \recursive optimal per-pixel estimate" (ROPE) method
in the H.264 video codec to calculate the expected received video distortion under the video
transmission delay constraint. With the user-centric objective function, we proposed sev-
eral cross-layer optimization frameworks for wireless multimedia networking: 1) we study
content-aware video communications in single-hop wireless networks by exploring the trans-
mission of video summaries, where a good content coverage is achieved by the proposed link
adaptation schemes [42]; 2) the routing issue is considered for real-time video streaming over
multi-hop wireless networks since path selection in video transmission signicantly aects
the end user experience of video applications [43{45]; and 3) we investigate video summary
transmission over cooperative wireless networks to exploit the spatial diversity of cooper-
ative communications and enhance the network resource utilization [46]. Our research has
produced fundamental theories and practical algorithms for the cross-layer design and op-
timization of wireless multimedia networking. Signicant performance gains are obtained
by our solutions.
To gain in-depth understanding of complex cross-layer behaviors such as multiscale
temporal-spatial behavior, we propose a framework to quantitatively and systematically
study the cross-layer interactions based on the non-additive measure theory [47{49]. We
conduct a case study on cross-layer optimized wireless multimedia communications to verify
the proposed framework. Our research can signicantly enhance our capability for cross-
layer behavior characterization and provide insights for future design [50].
1.3 Dissertation Outline
The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows.
In Chapter 2, we present the study on cross-layer optimization for video summary trans-
6mission over single-hop wireless networks [42,51]. We rst conduct a literature overview of
existing research on wireless video summary transmission. Then, we describe the system
model and present the problem formulation. To achieve a good video content coverage, a
link adaptation scheme combining adaptive modulation and coding (AMC) and automatic
repeat request (ARQ) will be discussed [52{55]. We present the solution to the formulated
problem as a combination of Lagrangian relaxation and dynamic programming. To further
validate the benet of the proposed framework, we conduct simulation by using H.264/AVC
JM 10.2 and MATLAB, and report the experimental results.
In Chapter 3, we extend our research on cross-layer optimized video communications
to multi-hop wireless networks by investigating the routing issue of wireless real-time video
streaming [43{45, 56]. We rst introduce existing work in the eld and motivate the pro-
posed application-centric routing. Then, after describing the system model, we formulate
the problem as to nd the optimal video coding parameters and transmission paths to max-
imize the expected end-to-end video distortion under a video transmission delay constraint.
The solution procedures and the proposed routing algorithm will be detailedly discussed,
including the analysis on the computational complexity of the proposed routing framework.
Finally, we report the extensive experiments in verifying the superior performance of the
proposed framework.
In Chapter 4, we present a generic cross-layer optimization framework for video summary
transmission over cooperative wireless networks [46]. The motivation is to inherit both
advantages from cooperative communications and video summarization. We propose a
novel decode-process-and-forward (DPF) scheme by equipping relay nodes with the video
processing capability. We rst formulate a problem as to jointly optimize the source coding,
relay video processing parameters, power allocation among the source and relay nodes,
and error concealment strategy to achieve the best video quality under the constraints of
transmission delay and power consumption. Then, we present the solution to the problem.
Finally, we report the experiments and present the results of the comparison between the
7proposed DPF scheme and conventional transmission schemes.
In Chapter 5, we present our theoretical study on the methodology of cross-layer design
and optimization [47{49]. First, we give the denition of the interaction measure and in-
troduce the quantitative model of the interaction measure in cross-layer design. Then, we
describes dierent methods of sensitivity analysis based on quantitative interaction mea-
sure. Finally, a case study on cross-layer optimized wireless multimedia communications is
conducted to illustrate the major cross-layer design tradeos and to validate the proposed
framework.
We present our summary of the research contributions and future research directions in
Chapter 6.
8Chapter 2
Cross-Layer Optimized Video Summary Transmission over
Single-Hop Wireless Networks
2.1 Introduction
In recent years, universal multimedia access (UMA) [57,58] is emerging as one of the most
important components for the next generation of multimedia applications. The basic idea
of UMA is universal or seamless access to the multimedia content by automatic selection
or adaptation of content following user's interaction. As mobile phones have grown in
popularity and capability, people have become enthusiastic about watching multimedia
content using mobile devices and personalizing the content, for example, summarizing the
video for real-time retrieval or for easy transmission. In general, the video summarization
algorithm will generate a still-image storyboard, which is composed of a collection of salient
images extracted from the underlying video sequence, as shown in Figure 2.1.
Although plenty of works on video summarization can be found in literature [14,59{61],
the transmission issue of video summary has gained little attention. [62] extends the work
of [14] into the wireless video streaming domain, however the packet loss factor due to
unsatisfactory wireless channel conditions has not been considered in the framework. In [15],
packet loss is considered in the video summary transmission, and the key frames that
minimize the expected end-to-end distortion are selected as the summary frames. However,
the source coding has not been optimized in the optimization framework, which might
directly impact the perceptual quality of the results. In addition, the algorithm does not
guarantee a good content coverage aspect of the selected frames because potential packet
loss penalty heavily biases the selection process.
In wireless networks, packet loss is mainly due to the fading eect of time-varying
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Figure 2.1 : An example of a 10-frame video summary of the Stefan sequence.
wireless channels. Adaptive modulation and coding (AMC) have been studied extensively
and advocated at the physical layer, in order to match transmission rates to time-varying
channel conditions. For example, to achieve high reliability at the physical layer, one
has to reduce the transmission rate using either small size constellations, or powerful but
low-rate error-correcting codes [5, 63, 64]. An alternative way to decrease packet loss rate
is to rely on the automatic repeat request (ARQ) protocol at the data link layer, which
requests retransmissions for those packets received in error. Obviously, by allowing a very
large retransmission number, ARQ can guarantee a very low packet loss rate. However, to
minimize delays and buer sizes in practice, truncated ARQ protocols have been widely
adopted to limit the maximum number of transmissions [65].
A variety of techniques have been proposed to address the problem of multimedia deliv-
ery over lossy networks. [66] shows that the problem of rate-distortion optimized streaming
of an entire presentation can be reduced to the problem of error-cost optimized transmission
of an isolated data unit. Based on this observation, a general framework for rate-distortion
optimized streaming of packetized media over a lossy packet network is set up for vari-
ous transmission scenarios. In [66], distortion-rate performance is measured in an average
sense, and practical streaming using window and rate control is proposed to overcome a
possible large instantaneous rate. [67] and [68] propose a proxy-driven rate-distortion opti-
mized streaming over a lossy packet network, exploiting a proxy located at the edge of the
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backbone network to coordinate the streaming process. Trac load brought from packets
lost in the last hop is relieved and end-to-end performance is greatly improved.
In this chapter, within an expected rate-distortion framework where expectation are
taken over channel realizations as in [66], [67] and [68], we focus our study on the cross-
layer optimization of the video summary transmission over lossy networks. We assume a
video summarization algorithm that can select frames based on some optimality criteria is
available in the system. Therefore, a cross-layer approach is proposed to jointly optimize
the AMC parameters at the physical layer, the ARQ parameters at the data link layer, and
the source coding parameters at the application layer to achieve the best video quality of
reconstructed video clips from received video summaries. Clearly, due to the spectacular
characteristics of video summary data, the general cross-layer optimization schemes recently
proposed for normal video sequences [69] and [70] do not automatically cover the summary
data transmission. As an example, the neighboring summary frames have typically less
correlation in order to cover the content variation of the video clip, and thus the normal
temporal-based error concealment algorithm considered in the [69] and [70] would not be
ecient in the current scenario. In [71], a cross-layer multi-objective optimized scheduler
for video streaming over 1xEV-DO system is presented. With the usage of decodability and
semantic importance feedback from the application layer to the scheduler, [71] focuses on
determining the best allocation of channel resources (time slots) across users, however, the
joint optimization of source coding and transmission parameters has not been considered
in the framework.
In the proposed framework, we assume the existence of a system controller, whose re-
sponsibility is to communicate with each layer and dynamically determine the correspond-
ing parameters that guarantee the best output video quality, and then drive the application
system to perform eciently. In addition, the framework tries to maintain a good content
coverage by providing tunable parameters to avoid cases that a number of consecutive sum-
mary frames being lost simultaneously. This task is not trivial due to the complexity of the
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underlying wireless link protocols. Compared to the existing systems, the novelty of this
work is in twofold: rst, this is the rst cross-layer optimization framework proposed for
the coding and transmission of video summary data; second, AMC and ARQ are jointly
considered in the cross-layer design, which gives the controller more exibility in delivering
the summary frames.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 provides a brief
description of the background techniques adopted in this chapter and then highlights the
problem formulation. Section 2.3 provides the system model of our framework. Section
2.4 describes the link adaptation principles, while Section 2.5 details the algorithm of the
controller. Section 2.6 provides experimental results and shows the eectiveness of the
proposed framework. Finally, concluding remarks are given in Section 2.7.
2.2 Problem Statement
The section rst provides a brief explanation of background techniques used in this chapter,
including video summarization at the application layer, link adaptation by combining ARQ
at the data link layer and AMC at the physical layer. Then a cross-layer optimization
problem is formulated for video summary transmission by jointly determining the optimal
parameters for each layer.
2.2.1 Background
Clearly in wireless communication applications, video transmission suers mainly from un-
reliable channel conditions and excessive delays. In source coding, setting a ner coding
parameter will directly improve the coded video quality, however, might increase the trans-
mission time and increase the chance of getting corrupted by the transmission error. Video
summary is a special format of the video clip whose correlation between frames are not
as high as normal clips, but losing consecutive or continuous summary frames might cause
severe damage for understanding the summary content. The summary could be automatic
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generated or selected with user's interactions. In this research how to generate the video
summary is not within the scope of our framework.
At the data link layer, ARQ is widely used to mitigate channel fading and decrease packet
error rate (PER). Once some information packets are lost in transmission, retransmission
requests are activated and those packets are sent out again. Obviously, by allowing a
very large retransmission number, ARQ can guarantee a very low PER. However, large
retransmission number means large delay, especially when the round trip time (RTT) of
wireless channels is large. Considering the requirement on the allowable maximum delay for
transmitting one video summary frame, we need to set a prescribed maximum transmission
times for one summary frame.
At the physical layer, AMC has been advocated to enhance the throughput of future
wireless data communication systems. In AMC, dierent size constellations and dierent
rate error-control codes are chosen based on dierent time-varying channel conditions. For
example, in good channel conditions, AMC schemes with large size constellations and high
rate error-control codes can increase the system transmission rate while guaranteeing a
good reliability. This means that AMC can eectively decrease transmission delay while
satisfying some PER constraint. In this research, we combine AMC with ARQ to yield a
link adaptation to achieve a desirable delay-PER tradeo for video summary transmissions.
With ARQ correcting occasional packet errors at the data link layer, the stringent error
control requirement is alleviated for the AMC at the physical layer. In turn, with less
stringent error control requirement, AMC schemes with large size constellations and high
rate error-control codes are more likely to be chosen, leading to higher transmission rate
and smaller transmission delay.
Clearly, the tradeo among the selected parameters in these layers are mixed, for exam-
ple, to maintain a reasonable delay, the source coding might choose a coarser parameter, or
AMC chooses a larger size constellation or a higher rate FEC channel code, which increases
the vulnerability of coded frames and will cause unacceptable video quality. However, if
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source and channel coding use more bits, with the increase of packet length, the probability
of packet loss increases, and ARQ might have to increase the number of retransmission
trials to reduce the quality problem due to packet loss, and then will result in excessive de-
lay. Therefore, cross-layer optimization approach is a nature solution to improve the overall
system performance.
2.2.2 Problem Formulations
In this chapter, we propose a cross-layer framework that optimizes the parameter selection in
AMC at the physical layer, ARQ at the data link layer and source coding at the application
layer to achieve the best video quality of reconstructed video clip from the received video
summary.
The following notation will be used. Let us denote by n the number of frames of a video
clip ff0; f1; : : : ; fn 1g, and m the number of frames of its video summary fg0; g1; : : : ; gm 1g.
Let Si and Bi be the coding parameters and the resultant consumed bits of the ith (i =
0; 1; : : : ;m 1) video summary frame in lossy source coding. The summarization with dier-
ent coding parameters will produce summary frames with dierent frame lengths. Large size
frames will be fragmented into multiple packets for transmission at lower layers. Let Qi de-
note the number of fragmented packets of the ith summary frame. Let Ni;q and Fi;q be the
number of transmissions and the packet size for the qth packet of the ith summary frame,
respectively. To improve channel utilization, AMC is designed to update the transmission
mode for every transmission and retransmission of each packet. Let Ri;q;n(Ai;q;n; Ci;q;n) be
the rate (bits/symbol) of AMC mode used at the nth transmission attempt when transmit-
ting the qth packet of the ith summary frame, where Ai;q;n and Ci;q;n are the corresponding
modulation order and coding rate. We assume that the transmission rate of the physical
layer channel is xed, denoted by r (symbols/second). Clearly, the delay in transmitting
14
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Figure 2.2 : Video clip reconstruction at the receiver side with video summary (labelled by
gray color).
the whole summary can be expressed by
T =
m 1X
i=0
QiX
q=1
Ni;qX
n=1
[
Fi;q(Si; Bi)
Ri;q;n(Ai;q;n; Ci;q;n)  r + TRTT] (2.1)
where TRTT is the maximum allowed RTT to get the acknowledgement packet via the
feedback channel before a retransmission trial.
Let li be the index of the summary frame gi in the video clip. At the receiver side, the
video clip is reconstructed by substituting missing frames with the corresponding summary
frames. Let ~fk denote the displayed kth frame from the received summary at the receiver
side. Let ~gi be the reconstructed the ith summary frame. Specically, for the example
shown in Figure 2.2, if the summary frame ~gi+1 is successfully transmitted, video frames
f ~fli+1 ; ~fli+1+1; ~fli+1+2; ~fli+1+3g are reconstructed by ~gi+1 (denoted by solid lines); otherwise,
they will be reconstructed by ~gi (denoted by dotted lines). If ~gi is also lost, ~gi 1 will be
considered. This process continues until the closest correctly received summary frame to fk
is available. Note that any summary frame is possible to get lost during video transmission.
However, in order to simplify the problem formulation, we assume the rst summary frame
would guarantee to be received.
Let i(Si; Bi; Nmax; Ai;q;n; Ci;q;n; i;q;n) be the loss probability of the ith summary frame,
where Nmax is the maximum transmission number for one packet and i;q;n is the instan-
taneous channel SNR. Based on the aforementioned video reconstruction process at the
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receiver side, the expected distortion of the video clip can be calculated by
E[D] =
n 1X
k=0
E[D(fk; efk)]
=
m 1X
i=0
li+1 1X
j=li
iX
b=0

(1  i b)d[fj ; egi b(Si b)]  b 1Y
a=0
i a

(2.2)
where function d( ) is the distortion between two frames. In this work we use the mean
squared error (MSE) between the two frames as the metric for calculating the distortion.
The same distortion measure for the video summary result has been used in [14,15,62].
The problem at hand can be formulated as
Min E[D]; s.t. : T  Tmax (2.3)
where Tmax is a given delay budget for delivering the whole video clip.
In this research, we consider the content coverage issue of the received summary. In other
words, if a chunk of continuous summary frames are lost due to the channel error, then the
coverage of the received summary for the original clip would be degraded signicantly. To
avoid such a problem but still keep the problem as general as possible, we dene L such that
the case of L or more than L consecutive summary frames being lost will never happen.
For instance, if L = 2 then no neighboring summary frames can be lost together during
transmission. So that the distortion can be calculated by
E[D] =
n 1X
k=0
E[D(fk; efk)]
=
m 1X
i=0
li+1 1X
j=li
min(i;L 1)X
b=0

(1  i b)d[fj ; egi b(Si b)]  b 1Y
a=0
i a

: (2.4)
It is important to realize that the value of L is a programmable constant by the system,
and the introduction of L does not narrow down the original problem. As you may notice,
when we set L = m, the Eq. (2.4) is equal to Eq. (2.2).
If we set L = 2 in (2.4), it is very clear that for the ith summary frame, there are only
two possibilities: either it is received or it is lost but its previous summary frame is received.
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Table 2.1 : AMC Modes at the Physical Layer
Mode1 Mode2 Mode3 Mode4 Mode5 Mode6
Modulation BPSK QPSK QPSK 16-QAM 16-QAM 64-QAM
Coding Rate Cm 1/2 1/2 3/4 9/16 3/4 3/4
Rm (bits/sym.) 0.50 1.00 1.50 2.25 3.00 4.50
am 1.1369 0.3351 0.2197 0.2081 0.1936 0.1887
bm 7.5556 3.2543 1.5244 0.6250 0.3484 0.0871
Let us denote by Gi the chance of the ith summary frame being not lost, so Gi = 1 means
it is guaranteed to be received, otherwise it is not guaranteed. Based on the constraint,
we need max(Gi; Gi 1; : : : ; Gi+1 L) = 1 for all i 2 [0;m   1]. Gi can be guaranteed and
derived by link adaptation, which will be discussed in Section 2.4.
For delay issue, we hope that the total delay T of delivering all summary frames satises
T  Tmax. Therefore, the problem is
MinE[D]; s.t.: T  Tmax; and
max(Gi; Gi 1; : : : ; Gi+1 L)=1; i2 [0;m 1]: (2.5)
Once we work out the problem (2.5), the optimal parameter combinations, i.e., source
coding parameter Si, AMC modulation order Ai;q;n and channel coding rate Ci;q;n, and
ARQ transmission number Nmax are obtained to transmit the ith summary frame, which
minimizes the whole clip distortion and satises certain predened delay constraint.
2.3 System Model
The system model of the proposed framework is shown in Figure 2.3, which consists of a
3-layer structure and a controller.
At the application layer, summarization is performed on the target video clip and large
size summary frames are fragmented into multiple packets for transmission at lower layers.
At the data link layer, ARQ protocol is adopted. If an error is detected in a packet, a
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Figure 2.3 : The system model of cross-layer optimization for video summary transmission.
retransmission request is generated by the receiver, and is sent to the transmitter via a
feedback channel. The transmitter arranges retransmission of the requested packet. If a
packet is not received correctly after Nmax transmission attempts, we will declare packet
loss, then the summary frame to which the lost packet belongs is also regarded as lost. At
the physical layer, we assume that multiple transmission modes are available as shown in
Table 2.1, with each mode consisting of a specic modulation and FEC code pair as in 3GPP,
HIPERLAN/2, IEEE 802.11a, and IEEE 802.16 standards [7,9,10]. Based on channel state
information (CSI) from the channel estimator, the transmitter updates the AMC mode
for the next packet transmission. Coherent demodulation and maximum-likelihood (ML)
decoding are used at the receiver. The decoded bit streams are mapped to packets, which
are pushed upwards to the data link layer. If all fragmented packets of the summary frame
gi are correctly delivered, the summary frame gi is saved into the buer, and the video clip
frames fli through fli+1 1 are reconstructed with gi. If gi does not reach the receiver after
some xed time, the video clip frames fli through fli+1 1 will be reconstructed with the
previously received summary frame. Obviously, the receiver only need a buer that can
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contain one summary frame, i.e., the latest received summary frame.
From above description, it is obvious that AMC combined with ARQ performs a link
adaptation in a joint approach. For a xed video summary, say fg0; g1;    ; gm 1g, the link
adaptation can guarantee the constraint max(Gi; Gi 1; : : : ; Gi+1 L) = 1 in problem (2.5),
and produce the summary frame error rate (FER) i and transmission time Ti for each
summary frame gi. The detailed link adaptation and close-form expressions for (i; Ti) will
be claried in the Section 2.4..
The controller is the most important part of the system, which is equipped with all
possible values of the key parameters of each layer. These parameters include the coding
parameter S at the application layer, the allowed maximum transmission number Nmax at
the data link layer, and the available AMC modes with modulation order and FEC code
rate pair (A;C). Note that here S;A, and C are parameter allocation vectors for m   1
summary frames, for example, S = fS1; S2;    ; Sm 1g.
The following is a brief list of performing ows of our proposed framework.
 When there is a video clip to transmit, based on the current average SNR  from the
channel estimator, from all possible values of parameter set fS;Nmax; A; Cg, the con-
troller rst calculates all possible theoretical values of the pair (i; Ti) for all possible
summary frames by using the close-form expressions of link adaptation performance
with the constraint max(Gi; Gi 1; : : : ; Gi+1 L) = 1; i 2 [0;m  1].
 With the total delay budget Tmax, the controller use all possible (i; Ti)s for the whole
summary to solve problem (2.5). The group values of fS;Nmax; A; Cg corresponding
to the optimal solution of problem (2.5) are the optimal parameters to transmit the
whole video summary.
 The obtained optimal parameters fS;Nmax; A; Cg are assigned to the corresponding
layers, then the whole video summary is sent out frame by frame.
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 Corresponding video clip frames are reconstructed with the newly received summary
frame.
We next list the operating assumptions adopted in this chapter.
 The channel is frequency at, remains time invariant during a packet, but varies from
packet to packet. Thus, AMC is adjusted on a packet-by-packet basis. In other
words, AMC scheme is updated for every transmission and retransmission attempt.
The channel quality is captured by a single parameter, namely the received SNR .
we adopt Rayleigh channel model to describe  statistically. The received SNR  per
packet is thus a random variable with a probability density function (pdf):
p() =
1

exp

 


(2.6)
where  := Efg is the average received SNR.
 Perfect channel state information (CSI) is available at the receiver. The correspond-
ing mode selection is fed back to the transmitter without error and latency. This
assumption could be at least approximately satised by using a fast feedback channel
with powerful error control information as adopted in IEEE 802.16 [10].
 Error detection based on CRC is perfect, provided that suciently reliable error de-
tection CRC codes are used.
2.4 Link Adaptation
In this section, we explain how link adaptation can guarantee the constraint max(Gi, Gi 1,
: : :, Gi+1 L)=1, and derive the close-form expression of (i; Ti).
Actually, it is impossible to strictly guarantee the constraint max(Gi, Gi 1, : : :, Gi+1 L)=
1, due to the fading characteristics of wireless channels. Let PL be the probability that L
consecutive summary frames are lost simultaneously. We assume PL to be a very small
value, say 10 2, to approximate the constraint max(Gi, Gi 1, : : :, Gi+1 L)=1 is satised.
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Then the goal of link adaptation becomes to guarantee PL with the least total transmission
delay.
Since the processing unit of link adaptation is packet, we need to transform PL into
target packet error rate Ptarget of lower layers. Let Ls, Lf and La be summary frame size,
fragmentation packet size and the actual packet length of link adaptation, respectively,
According to dierent summary frame sizes, there are two possible cases:
 The summary frame size is smaller than the fragmentation packet size. Since there is
no need to do fragmentation, we have Ptarget = PL
1=L and La = Ls.
 The summary frame size is larger than the fragmentation packet size, where fragmenta-
tion is necessary. A summary frame of length Ls will be fragmented into Np=dLs=Lfe
packets. d e is the smallest integer greater than or equal to a given real number. The
actual packet size La of the rst dLs=Lfe   1 packets equals to Lf , and the actual
packet size L
0
a of the nal packet is Ls   bLs=Lfc  Lf . The target PER should be as
follows:
Ptarget = 1  (1  PL1=L)1=Np (2.7)
In the above both cases, Ptarget can be regarded as the required PER at the data link
layer. Next we explain how to guarantee Ptarget with transmission packet size La by AMC
and ARQ. Let us dene a PER upper bound PAMC such that the instantaneous PER is
guaranteed to be no greater than PAMC for each chosen AMC mode at the physical layer.
Then the PER at the data link layer after Nmax transmissions is no larger than P
Nmax
AMC . To
satisfy Ptarget, we need to impose
PNmaxAMC = Ptarget; i:e:; PAMC = P
1=Nmax
target (2.8)
We assume each bit inside the packet has the same bit error rate (BER) and bit-errors are
uncorrelated, the PER can be related to the BER through
PER = 1  (1  BER)La (2.9)
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for a packet containing La bits. For any AMC mode, to guarantee the upper bound PAMC,
the required BER to achieve is
BERAMC = 1  (1  PAMC)1=La (2.10)
Since exact closed-form BERs for the AMC modes in Table 2.1 are not available, to simplify
the AMC design, we adopt the following approximate BER expression:
BERm() = amexp( bm) (2.11)
wherem is the mode index and  is the received SNR. Parameters am and bm are obtained by
tting (2.11) to the exact BER. To guarantee PAMC with the least delay when transmitting
a packet, we set the mode switching threshold m for the AMC mode m to be the minimum
SNR required to achieve BERAMC. By (2.11) m can be expressed as
m=
1
bm
ln

am
BERAMC

; m = 1; 2;    ;M;
M+1=+1; (2.12)
where M is the total number of AMC modes available.
Since the instantaneous PER is upper-bounded by PAMC in our AMC design, the average
PER at the physical layer will be lower than PAMC. Taking expectations over channel
realizations, the average PER at the physical layer is
P =
1
PT
MX
m=1
Z m+1
m
PERm()p()d
=
1
PT
MX
m=1
Z m+1
m
[1  (1  amexp( bm))La ]  p()d (2.13)
where PT =
R +1
1
p()d is the probability that channel has no deep fades and at least one
AMC mode can be adopted. Similarly, the average delay for one transmission attempt at
the physical layer can be expressed as
T =
1
PT
MX
m=1
Z m+1
m
(
La
Rm  r + TRTT)p()d (2.14)
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Then the average number of transmission attempts per packet can be found as [6]
N =1 + P + P
2
+   + PNmax 1
=
1  PNmax
1  P : (2.15)
Then the actual PER at the data link layer is
Pactual = P
Nmax
; (2.16)
and the actual transmission delay for each packet at the data link layer is
Tactual = T N: (2.17)
When to calculate the actual FER i and the actual delay Ti for transmitting the ith
summary frame, two cases should be considered as mentioned before:
 If the summary frame size Ls is smaller than the fragmentation packet size Lf , we
adopt La = Ls to compute P (La) and T (La) and we can have i = Pactual(La) and
Ti = Tactual(La) with (2.13)-(2.17).
 If the summary frame size Ls is larger than the fragmentation packet size Lf , we adopt
La=Lf and L
0
a=Ls   bLs=Lfc  Lf to compute Pactual(La), Tactual(La), P
0
actual(L
0
a),
and T
0
actual(L
0
a). Then we can have
i=1  (1  Pactual)Np 1  (1  P 0actual); (2.18)
Ti= (Np   1)  Tactual + T 0actual: (2.19)
The above closed-form expressions of i and Ti will be used by the controller to calculate
all possible (i; Ti) to solve problem (2.5), which we will detail in Section 2.5.
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2.5 Algorithm of the Controller
2.5.1 Optimal Solution
Since the problem (2.5) is a constrained minimization problem, it can be solved by La-
grangian relaxation. So the problem can be converted into
MinfE[D] + Tg; s.t. :
max(Gi; Gi 1; : : : ; Gi+1 L) = 1; i 2 [0;m  1]: (2.20)
The target to be minimized can be derived as the following Lagrangian cost function:
J=E[D] + T
=
m 1X
i=0
li+1 1X
j=li
min(i;L 1)X
b=0

(1  i b)d[fj ; egi b(Si b)]  b 1Y
a=0
i a + Ti

: (2.21)
Let us dene a cost function Hi(ui) to represent the sum of distortion and delay for up
to ith summary frame, where ui represents the parameter vector fSi; Nmax, Ai;q;n, Ci;q;n,
i;q;ng. Clearly it can be observed that
Hi(ui) = Hi 1(ui 1) +
li+1 1X
j=li
min(i;L 1)X
b=0

(1  i b)
d[fj ; egi b(Si b)] b 1Y
a=0
i a + Ti

; (2.22)
which means the process of choosing ui for the ith summary frame is independent of
fu0; u1;    ; ui 2g, the parameters selected for the rst i   1 summary frames. This is the
fundamental of dynamic programming (DP). So the optimal solution can be found by a
shortest path algorithm.
As a toy example, we assume there are three summary frames fg0; g1; g2g to be sent
and assume L = 2. In addition, we suppose for each summary frame, there are k dierent
source coding options. Then the path graph will be like Figure 2.4. In this gure, each node
uai corresponds to a cost value H(u
a
i ). The weight h(u
a
i u
b
i+1) on each branch from node u
a
i
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Figure 2.4 : Path graph of a 3-frame toy video summary transmission.
to ubi+1 corresponds the incremental cost value when transmitting the (i + 1)th summary
frame with the bth source coding option. h(uai u
b
i+1) can be computed by the second term
of the right hand side of (2.22).
As discussed before, the solution to problem (2.5) is to minimize the average distortion
D for a total delay budget Tmax in transmitting a whole video summary. With the path
graph like above, the goal of the controller is to nd the shortest path in the graph with
the forward DP. The obtained shortest path has the minimal distortion D, and at the same
time indicates the optimal choice of parameters fSi; Nmax; Ai;q;nCi;q;ng for source coding
and transmitting the ith summary frame.
For J in (2.21), it has been shown [72] that if there is a 
 such that
fS; Nmax; A; Cg = arg min J(S;Nmax; A; C) (2.23)
leads to T (S;Nmax; A; C) = Tmax, then fS; Nmax; A; Cg is also an optimal solution to
(2.5). It is well known that when  sweeps from zero to innity, the solution to problem
(2.23) traces out the convex hull of the distortion delay curve, which is a non-increasing
function. Hence  can be obtained via a fast convex recursion in  using the bisection
algorithm.
Next we list the algorithm to nd .
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 Step1: We judiciously choose two values of , l and u with l  u which satisfy
the relation:
X
i
T i (u)  Tmax 
X
i
T i (l) (2.24)
where
P
i T

i () is the total delay corresponding to the shortest path found by forward
DP. A conservative choice for a solvable problem would be l = 0 and u =1;
 Step 2: next    l+u2 :
 Step 3: Perform forward DP through the path graph for next;
=) if fPi T i (next) =Pi T i (u)g, then stop,  = u;
=) else if (Pi T i (next) > Tmax), l    next, Go to Step 2,
=) else u    next, Go to step 2.
Thus
P
i T

i () is made successively closer to Tmax and nally we obtain the expected
. With , we perform DP for the last time and obtain the optimal shortest path. The
values of fSi; Nmax; Ai;q;nCi;q;ng corresponding to the shortest path are just the optimal
parameter values for source coding and transmitting the ith summary frame.
2.5.2 Implementation Considerations
From the above analysis, we can say that problem (2.5) is converted into a graph theoretic
problem of nding the shortest path in a directed acyclic graph (DAG) [73]. The computa-
tional complexity of the above algorithm is O(N  jU jL), with jU j denoting the cardinality
of U , which depends on the number of the optional values of parameters fS;Nmax; A; Cg,
but is still much more ecient than the exponential computational complexity of an exhaus-
tive search algorithm. Clearly for cases with smaller L, the complexity is quite practical to
perform the optimization. On the other hand, for lager L, the complexity can be limited by
reducing the cardinality of U. The practical solution would be an engineering decision and
tradeo between the computational capability and optimality of the solution. For storage
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Figure 2.5 : Distortion vs. delay comparison between QP adaptation and no QP adaptation
with 30 summary frames
issue, it is important to emphasize that the problem formulation and the proposed solution
are quite generic and exible for devices with various storage and computational capabil-
ities. For the transmitter with a buer size that only allows to store some portion of the
video clip, the clip has to be divided into a number of segments and problem (2.5) is solved
for each segment. In such cases, although the solution is not full optimal for the video clip,
the optimization would still bring sucient gains compared to those without optimization.
2.6 Experimental Results
In this section, experiments are designed using H.264/AVC JM 10.2 for the video clip
called "Glasgow", which is a typical test clip. For comparison, we summarize the rst 300
frames into 30 and 60 summary frames, respectively. The case with more summary frames
means higher sampling rate thus less distortion. To simplify the problem, we compress the
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Figure 2.6 : Distortion vs. delay comparison between QP adaptation and no QP adaptation
with 60 summary frames
summary by choosing dierent QP (quantization step size), and we consider 10 possible
QPs (5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50). According to each QP, the frames have dierent
rates and distortion values. The video summary is coded with intra-coding mode for each
summary frame due to the less correlation between neighbor frames. In addition, without
loss of generality, we consider the case of L = 2, in other words, we impose the constraint
max(Gi; Gi 1) = 1 (i 2 [0;m   1]) which needs to be guaranteed by the link adaptation.
Besides parameters to be optimized, we assume xed channel transmission rate r = 6  106
symbols/second and xed round trip time TRTT = 100 milliseconds in our experiment.
Figure 2.5 and Figure 2.6 are comparisons between QP adaptation and No QP adap-
tation. In both gures, the average channel SNR  is 25dB and we x PL = 10
 2
and Nmax = 3. PL is the target probability that L = 2 consecutive frames are being
lost simultaneously, which should be small enough to approximately satisfy the constraint
max(Gi; Gi 1) = 1. In Figure 2.5 where the total summary frame number is 30, the square
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Figure 2.7 : Distortion vs. average SNR comparison between QP adaptation and QP=50
with dierent Nmax for a 30-frame video summary
nodes show the distortion-delay pairs when the video summary is source coded with the
labelled QPs. The 'v' nodes refer to the distortion-delay budget pairs with QP adaptation
when delay budget is set equal to the delay time that the corresponding labelled single
QP takes to transmit the video summary. We can observe that QP adaptation, i.e., the
proposed cross-layer framework, has much distortion gain up to 6:2% over xed QP video
transmission when the delay is small. In the case of summary frame number equal to 60
as in Figure 2.6, much more signicant distortion gain up to 12% can be obtained in small
delay regions.
Figure 2.7 shows the distortion vs. SNR comparisons between QP adaptation and
QP=50 with dierent prescribed maximum transmission number for ARQ. Due to link
adaptation performed by ARQ and AMC in a cross-layer fashion, both QP adaptation and
QP=50 have a stable distortion level along all SNR values. Of course here the delay dier-
ence of dierent schemes are not considered. We also notice that for either QP adaptation
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Figure 2.8 : Distortion vs. average SNR comparison between QP adaptation and QP=50
with dierent Nmax for a 60-frame video summary
or QP=50, Nmax = 3 has better performance than Nmax = 1. This is because the case with
Nmax = 3 can achieve lower actual PER than with Nmax = 1 even though they both aim
to guarantee PL = 10
 2. The same conclusion goes to Figure 2.8 where the total summary
frame number is 60.
Dierent distortion vs. delay budget with dierent PL (L=2 in this experiment) is
shown in Figure 2.9. We observe that there is a large distortion-delay dierence between
PL = 10
 1 and PL = 10 2. Once PL achieves 10 2, there is no big distortion vs. delay
dierence even though Nmax is dierent. However, in the two cases of with dierent PL
and same Nmax = 3, the dierence in distortion vs. delay is marginal. This is because with
larger Nmax, the actual PER is much lower than PL. From this gure, we can conclude that
the maximum transmission number impacts much the video transmission quality with our
cross-layer optimization framework. With same delay budget, a larger allowed maximum
transmission number leads to better video transmission quality.
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Figure 2.10 shows the distortion vs. delay budget with our proposed framework when
the summary frame number is 30 and 60 respectively both with  = 25dB. With the same
delay budget, the case with 60 frames has better performance than the case with 30 frames.
This is because with higher sampling rate (that is, using 60 summary frames instead of 30),
the similarity and correlation between neighbor summary frames have increased. Therefore,
the distortion caused by losing one frame is reduced in this case because the lost frame would
be concealed by its neighbor summary frame with higher similarity.
2.7 Summary
In this chapter, we have proposed an optimization framework for delivering video summary
frames over wireless networks in a cross-layer fashion. The proposed framework seamlessly
integrates the source coding at the application layer, ARQ at the data link layer and adaptive
modulation and coding schemes at the physical layer. Within the delay-distortion theoreti-
cal framework, all major parameters at each layers are jointly optimized in a way to achieve
the best video quality while satisfy the delay budget imposed by the video summary frames.
Simulation results show that the proposed optimization framework can achieve more than
10% distortion gain, especially when the delay budget is small.
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Chapter 3
Cross-Layer Optimized Routing for Video Streaming over
Multi-Hop Wireless Networks
3.1 Introduction
In recent years, there has been an increasing demand for real-time video communication
services, such as video telephony, video conferencing, video games and mobile TV broad-
casting. These video applications are promoted by two facts: one is the pervasive use of
computing devices, such as laptop computers, PDAs, smart phones, automotive computing
devices, and wearable computers; and the other is the fast-growing deployment of multi-hop
wireless networks to connect these computing devices. However, transmitting video over
multi-hop wireless networks encounters many challenges, such as unreliable link quality due
to multi-path fading and shadowing, signal interference among nodes, and dynamic con-
nectivity outages. The routing issue signicantly aects the end-to-end quality-of-service
(QoS) of video applications, raising many questions, such as how to nd the optimal path
which can maximize the received video quality under stringent delay constraints and how
to dynamically and adaptively determine the optimal path which can meet a required QoS
and achieve an ecient network resource utilization with time-varying network conditions.
Traditional network-centric routing approaches relying on simple metrics such as hop
count, average packet delay, or average packet loss rate fail to achieve the best perceived
video quality. For example, the minimum hop-count metric arbitrarily chooses one from
dierent paths of the same minimum length, despite the possible large variance in terms
of throughput or packet loss rate existing among those paths. Moreover, the minimum
average-packet-delay routing metric may fail due to the fact that the path with the minimum
average-packet-delay does not necessarily lead to the minimum video distortion if there are
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multiple paths all satisfying the required packet delay deadline. The minimum average-
packet-loss-rate routing metric chooses the path with the minimum end-to-end packet loss
rate, while ignoring the signicant impact of the packetization scheme at the source on
the perceived video quality, as well as ignoring the fact that not all the bits of a coded
video bitstream are of equal importance in determining the perceived video quality. In
recent years, there has been a lot of work on dealing with the multi-criteria routing problem
subject to various constraints. A typical formulation to address the QoS routing problem
is to choose a network-oriented optimization metric (e.g., maximize the end-to-end path
bandwidth) subject to one or more constraints (e.g., delay and packet loss) [74{76]. While
these metrics can be directly related to video quality through the rate-distortion theory,
they do not consider the impact of error concealment on the perceived video quality, since
dependencies among packets are introduced by concealment.
From the point of view of end users, the end-to-end video quality is the most straight-
forward and reasonable utility function in any optimization framework for video streaming.
So far, a number of cross-layer techniques have been proposed to address the routing prob-
lem for video transmission over multi-hop wireless networks to maximize the received video
quality. In [77], a set of pre-allocated paths is assumed over an overlay network. A frame-
work which considers the path selection, along with the retransmission strategy and the
PHY layer transmission scheme, is proposed to maximize the expected video distortion
reduction at the application layer. In [22], a distributed Bellman-Ford-like routing algo-
rithm for multi-user video streaming is developed to maximize the expected received video
quality based on priority queuing analysis. The expected received video quality is mod-
eled by a rate-distortion model which is a function of a set of parameters used by dierent
video priority classes. In [23, 78], multi-path routing algorithms are developed for video
multi-path delivery by utilizing path diversity. A set of paths are determined, one for each
video stream/description, such that the received video distortion is minimized. In all afore-
mentioned work, although the application-centric utilities such as video distortion or video
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distortion reduction were adopted as routing metrics, they are either pre-calculated [22,77]
or pre-generated from video distortion-rate models [23,78,79], without considering the im-
pacts of the dynamic nature of video coding and error concealment strategies on routing
path selection. In fact, most existing works on video routing focus on video streaming
applications, where pre-coded data is used. However, pre-encoded video streaming does
not allow for dynamic optimal routing path selection adaptive to video compression for
real-time video applications. Therefore, to the best of our knowledge, little research has
been done on integrating online video coding with dynamic network routing path selection
to achieve the best perceived video quality.
In this work, the motivation of integrating application-layer video processing with rout-
ing is based on the following two observations. First, the selection of video coding param-
eters determines the rate-distortion performance of the codec, thus inuencing the calcu-
lation of the optimal path if the expected distortion is used as the routing metric. For
example, dierent quantization parameters (QPs) used by the source codec lead to dier-
ent compression-induced distortions. The smaller the adopted QP value, the smaller the
resulting compression-induced distortion. On the other hand, dierent QP values may lead
to dierent transmission-induced distortions. Specically, smaller QP values will generate
larger video packets. Under the same channel conditions and with the same bit error rates
(BER), larger packet sizes generally lead to higher packet loss rates, resulting in larger
transmission-induced distortions. Thus, the optimal QP value selection is to nd the best
trade-o between the compression-induced distortion and the transmission-induced distor-
tion. Similarly, such trade-o also exists in nding the optimal choice of other video coding
parameters (e.g., intra/inter coding modes, prediction modes in intra/inter coding). There-
fore, the optimal path calculation is aected by the selection of the video coding parameters
in terms of minimizing the received video distortion. Second, when the network is in bad
state (for example, with a median-to-heavy trac load), no path exists to successfully de-
liver the video packets within the predened frame decoding deadline. Then, video frames
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should be coarsely coded into a number of short packets (or just skipped [1]) to t in the
limited channel capacity. In other words, network load can be signicantly reduced by
sending a smaller number of short packets over the network by adjusting the video coding
parameters. Similarly, when the network is in good state, there may exist several good
paths in it. To fully utilize the network resources, video coding can be tuned such that
video frames are nely quantized, coded and transmitted. Although there is a lot of work
on developing and optimizing the video coding techniques for wireless multimedia applica-
tions, for example, joint source and channel coding techniques (JSCC) [80], video coding
optimization in existing works was purely based on the underlying end-to-end network
information, such as packet loss rate, throughput, or delay performance.
In this chapter, we develop a routing algorithm by utilizing the user-received video qual-
ity as the routing metric, where packets are routed with considerations of higher-layer video
processing to nd the optimal path for the maximum received video quality. Specically,
path selection and video coding are jointly optimized to adapt to the time-varying network
conditions, while ensuring that the end-to-end delay constraint is satised. Due to the
diculty in computing the actual video quality perceived by the end users, the received
video quality is evaluated as the expected end-to-end distortion. The expected distortion is
accurately calculated in real-time at the source node by taking all related parameters into
account, such as source codec parameters (e.g., quantization, packetization, and error con-
cealment) and network parameters (e.g., throughput and delay). Therefore, the multi-hop
routing problem is formulated as the minimization of the expected end-to-end video distor-
tion constrained by a predened video packet delay deadline imposed by the video playback
streaming application. We design a cross-layer controller at the source node to optimize the
performance of the entire system. Compared to existing systems, the novelty of this work
lies in: (i) proposing an application-centric routing algorithm for real-time video streaming
based on an accurate video quality metric. Unlike network-centric routing metrics, such as,
hop count, average delay or average success probability of packet transmission, the expected
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video distortion cannot be calculated either additively or multiplicatively in a hop-by-hop
fashion, due to error concealment. Therefore, the proposed application-centric routing met-
ric is calculated on-the-y in the process of routing; (ii) proposing a cross-layer optimization
framework which integrates the quality-driven routing with online video coding for real-time
video streaming over multi-hop wireless networks.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, we formulate a
cross-layer optimization problem for the routing issue of video transmission over multi-hop
wireless networks. Section 3.3 presents a dynamic programming solution for the optimiza-
tion problem. The algorithm for determining the optimal path for each packet is discussed
in detail in Section 3.4. In Section 3.5, both the convergence and the computational com-
plexity of the proposed framework are analyzed. Section 3.6 shows experimental results and
Section 3.7 concludes this chapter.
3.2 Problem Description
In this section, we rst describe the system model of the proposed quality-driven routing
framework over multi-hop wireless networks. Then, we present the proposed framework of
the minimization of the total expected video distortion of a video frame under a packet
delay constraint by jointly optimizing the routing path selection and the video encoding
parameters.
3.2.1 Proposed System Model
It is important to point out that we mainly focus on multi-hop wireless mesh networks
where a collection of wireless nodes are congured to form a network without the aid of any
established infrastructure. The system model of the proposed application-centric routing
for video transmission over such multi-hop wireless networks is shown in Figure 3.1. In this
work, we model a multi-hop wireless network as a directed acyclic graph (DAG) G(V; E),
where V is the set of vertices representing wireless nodes and E is the set of arcs representing
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Figure 3.1 : The system model of the proposed application-centric routing for video trans-
mission over multi-hop wireless networks. Here, s is the source node and t the destination
node. All of the dotted arrowed lines and the solid arrowed lines in the network refer to
the available network connectivity obtained from a proactive routing protocol such as op-
timized link state routing (OLSR) [81]; the solid arrowed lines connecting s with t refer to
the optimal routing path calculated by the proposed application-centric routing approach.
directed wireless links. We characterize a link (u; v) 2 E between nodes u and v by (1) u:
packet arrival rate at the starting node u, (2) (u;v): Signal-to-Interference-Noise-Ratio
(SINR) of link (u; v), (3) P (u;v): packet loss rate on the link (u; v), and (4) T (u;v): packet
delay on the link (u; v). The link SINR information can easily be extracted from existing
wireless network standards [82, 83]. The calculations of P (u;v) and T (u;v) will be discussed
in more detail in Section 3.4.1.
In this work, as shown in Figure 3.1, we design a cross-layer controller at the source
node to provide the following functionalities: 1) interact with each layer and obtain the cor-
responding managerial information, such as the expected video distortion from the encoder
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and the network conditions from lower layers; 2) dynamically determine the optimal routing
path and the corresponding optimal values of control variables residing in various layers.
To calculate the optimal path for each packet, the global network topology and link state
information such as link SINRs and average packet arrival rates at intermediate nodes are
assumed to be available to the controller. We also assume that the mesh network topology
and link status are xed over the duration of one video frame. From the standpoint of
implementation, a link cache/database can be set up at the source node to store the global
network topology information and link state information, which can be fed back from other
nodes. To make the link state information available to the controller, these information can
be disseminated to the source node via a hop-to-hop feedback mechanism at frequent inter-
vals or when the incurred change in network parameters, such as SINRs and packet arrival
rates, is larger than a preset threshold. For example, link status information can be piggy-
backed on the acknowledgement packets to utilize the bandwidth more eciently. However,
in certain cases, feedback from remote hops may arrive with an intolerable delay, and may
be deemed inaccurate and unreliable due to the rapidly changing network conditions. For
such cases, we may apply the concept of information retrieval horizon [77,84] to the source
node, where network information within the horizon of the source node is deemed reliable
and can be received in a timely manner, while information beyond the horizon can only be
theoretically estimated based on average or previous measurements. Finally, we propose
that the quality-driven routing algorithm will be built on top of a proactive routing pro-
tocol such as optimized link state routing (OLSR) [81]. Due to its proactive nature, OLSR
maintains up-to-date global network topology information in its link-state database. Once
there are videos to be transmitted, the controller will retrieve the network information to
perform the joint optimization of video encoding and path routing.
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Packet Delay Deadline
Let  = f1; 2;    ; Ig be the set of I packets that compose the current video frame to
be transmitted. Each packet i is independently decodable and is generated from a slice of
the video frame. In the latest video coding standards, such as H.264 [1], a slice could be
either as small as a group of macroblocks or as large as the entire video frame. Each slice
header acts as a resynchronization marker which allows for the slices to be independently
decodable and be decoded correctly at the decoder even when they are transported out of
order. To enable a good balance between error robustness and compression eciency [26],
in the rest of this chapter, we assume that the encoded bits of the ith slice in the current
frame are packetized into packet i. Thus, packet i and slice i will be used interchangeably
in this chapter unless otherwise specied. To provide a smooth video display experience to
end users, each frame is associated with a frame decoding deadline T budget. We assume that
the playback delay (e.g., caused by buering at the end user) is much smaller than the delay
incurred by packets during transmission and queueing along a multi-hop path. Thus, in
real-time video communications, the average frame decoding deadline T budget is linked with
the frame rate f as T budget  1f [85]. The frame decoding deadline T budget indicates that
all the packets needed to decode a frame must be received at the decoder buer prior to the
playback time of that frame, meaning that a delay deadline is imposed on the transmission
of each packet composing the frame by T budget [26,77,85], i.e.,
maxfT1; T2;    ; TIg  T budget; (3.1)
where Ti is the end-to-end delay of packet i transmitted from the source node s to the
destination node t, which will be discussed in more detail in Section 3.4.1.
Expected End-to-End Distortion
It is challenging to evaluate the received video distortion in multi-hop wireless networks
due to the complex network characteristics. Several algorithms for calculating the expected
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distortion in single-hop networks have been recently proposed [86{88]. In this work, we
employ the ROPE algorithm [88] and extend it to multi-hop networks. The accuracy of
ROPE in end-to-end distortion estimation is attributed to its ability to calculate the rst
and second moments of the decoder reconstructed pixels. To deal with the cross correlation
terms in the second moment calculation caused by sub-pixel prediction in H.264/AVC [1]
in our experiments, we use the cross correlation approximation method introduced in [89]
to calculate the expected end-to-end distortion.
A robust error concealment technique helps avoid signicant visible error in the recon-
structed frames at the decoder. Given the importance of error concealment in determining
the nal decoded quality of the transmitted video, we assume that the error concealment
scheme is known at both the source node and the destination node. In other words, a pro-
tocol in which the error concealment is known to both the controller and the decoder can
potentially be highly benecial in providing signicant performance improvement through
the proposed application-centric routing approach. In this work, we consider a simple but
ecient temporal concealment scheme: a lost macroblock is concealed using the median
motion vector candidate of its received neighboring macroblocks (the top-left, top, and top-
right) in the preceding row of macroblocks. The candidate motion vector of a macroblock
is dened as the median motion vector of all 4  4 blocks in the macroblock. If the pre-
ceding row of macroblocks is also lost, then the estimated motion vector is set to zero and
the macroblock in the same spatial location in the previously reconstructed frame is used
to conceal the current loss. Note that this concealment strategy is employed both in the
controller and at the decoder.
It is important to point out that, although some straightforward error concealment
strategies do not cause packet dependencies, as a generic framework, the more complicated
scenario is considered here as a superset for the simpler cases. Therefore, given the de-
pendencies introduced by the above error concealment scheme, the expected distortion of
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slice/packet i can be calculated at the encoder as
E [Di] = (1  Pi)E[DRi ] + Pi(1  Pi 1)E[DLRi ] + PiPi 1E[DLLi ]; (3.2)
where Pi is the loss probability of packet i, which will be discussed in more detail in Section
3.4.1; E[DRi ] is the expected distortion of packet i if received, and [D
LR
i ] and [D
LL
i ] are
respectively the expected distortion of the lost packet i after concealment when packet
i 1 is received or lost. Based on the additive distortion measure of ROPE, the expected
distortion of the whole video frame, denoted by E[D], can be written as
E[D] =
IX
i=1
E [Di] : (3.3)
3.2.2 Problem Formulation
Let Si 2 S be the source coding parameters for the ith slice of the current frame, where S
is the set of all admissible values of Si and jSj = J . Let i denote the transmission path of
packet i. Considering that both E[Di] and Ti depend on Si and i, the problem at hand
is to choose the optimal transmission path and coding parameter values for all the slices of
the current video frame so as to minimize the total expected distortion under the packet
delay constraint (3.1) in a lossy multi-hop wireless network, i.e.,
min
[S1;1; ;SI ;I ]
IX
i=1
E[Di]
s:t: : maxfT1;    ; TIg  T budget: (3.4)
It is worth noting that the optimization is performed one frame at a time. Nonetheless, this
framework can potentially be improved by optimizing the routing and video encoding over
multiple buered frames, which can integrate the packet dependencies caused by both error
concealment and prediction [1] in source coding into the optimization framework. Such a
scheme, however, would lead to a considerably higher computational complexity.
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3.3 Solution Procedures
The solution procedure of the optimization problem in (3.4) consists of the following two
steps. First, the controller calculates the optimal path for each possible packet correspond-
ing to each slice coded by dierent coding options, based on the network topology and
link status information. Then, the controller performs global optimization for a group of
slices of one video frame, nding the optimal path for each slice. Due to the dependencies
between slices introduced by error concealment, we use dynamic programming to nd the
optimal coding parameters and transmission paths for a group of slices composing a frame
in a \trellis" graph. In this section, we rst present the global optimization performed by
the controller over each group of slices with the assumption that the optimal path for each
possible packet has already been computed. The algorithm of how to calculate the optimal
path for a given packet by the controller will be discussed in Section 3.4.
Given the dependencies among slices introduced by the decoder concealment strategy,
the problem of jointly selecting the pairs of coding parameters and transmission paths for
a group of slices can be described by the \trellis" depicted in Figure 3.2. By each coding
option Sji 2 S (j = 1; 2;    ; J), the coded bits of the ith slice will be packetized into a
packet denoted by ji . In other words, the ith slice can be compressed into J dierent
versions of packets f1i ; 2i ;    ; Ji g using the J possible coding options. We can send the
ith slice by transmitting any of the J packets f1i ; 2i ;    ; Ji g. Moreover, each packet
ji has its optimal transmission path 
j
i based on the routing algorithm in Section 3.4.
However, with the expected distortion as the routing metric, dierent packets may have
dierent transmission paths and lead to dierent distortion of the ith slice as shown in
Figure 3.2, where the weight E[Dj;j
0
i ] of each edge, calculated by Eq. (3.2), represents the
resulting expected distortion of the ith slice by transmitting packet ji over path 
j
i with
the consideration of its dependency on packet j
0
i 1.
For simplicity, let us denote by i = fi; Sig the decision vector for the ith slice. Dierent
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Figure 3.2 : Trellis for the joint source coding and path selection problem for a group of
slices.
error concealment strategies introduce dierent types of dependencies among slices. For
example, given the packetization scheme and the error concealment scheme adopted in this
work, that is, a slice is dened as a row of macroblocks and the concealment algorithm uses
the motion vectors of the macroblocks above to conceal the lost macroblock, the calculation
of the expected distortion of the current slice depends on its previous slices. Without loss
of generality, we assume that the current slice depends on its previous z slices (z  0) by
using a certain concealment strategy. Therefore, the optimization goal in Eq. (3.4) becomes
min
1; ;I
IX
i=1
E[Di](i z; i z+1;    ; i); i  z > 0; (3.5)
where E[Di](i z; i z+1;    ; i) represents the expected distortion of the ith slice, which
depends on the z+1 decision vectors fi z; i z+1;    ; ig under the packet delay deadline.
To solve the optimization equation (3.5), we dene a cost function 	y(y z+1;    ; y),
which represents the minimum expected distortion up to and including the yth slice, given
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that fy z+1;    ; yg are the decision vectors for the slices (y   z + 1) to y, i.e.,
	y(y z+1;    ; y) = min
1; ;y z
yX
i=1
E[Di](i z; i z+1;    ; i): (3.6)
Therefore, 	I(I z+1;    ; I) represents the minimum total distortion for all the slices of
the current frame. Clearly, solving (3.5) is equivalent to solving
min
I z+1; ;I
	I(I z+1;    ; I): (3.7)
Following Eq. (3.6), the cost function 	y (y z+1;    ; y) can be rewritten as
	y (y z+1;    ; y)
= min
y z
(
min
1; ;y z 1
 
y 1X
i=1
E[Di](i z;    ; i) + E[Dy](y z;    ; y)
!)
= min
y z
(
min
1; ;y z 1
y 1X
i=1
E[Di](i z;    ; i) + E[Dy](y z;    ; y)
)
= min
y z

	y 1 (y z;    ; y 1) + E[Dy] (y z; y z+1;    ; y)
	
: (3.8)
The recursive representation of the cost function 	y(y z+1;    ; y) discussed earlier makes
the future step of the optimization process independent from its past steps, forming a
dynamic programming problem, which can be further converted into a graphical problem
of nding the shortest path in the directed acyclic graph of Figure 3.2 [90]. The complete
proposed optimization algorithm is summarized in Table 3.1.
3.4 Proposed Routing Algorithm
In Section 3.3, we mentioned that each packet ji is corresponding to the path 
j
i , over
which the expected end-to-end distortion of the ith slice coded by Sji will be minimized.
However, there are several challenges in determining such a path by the controller at the
source node in lossy transmission environment. First, since the controller uses the expected
distortion as the routing metric to nd path ji for packet 
j
i , it is necessary to perform
accurate distortion estimation at the source node by considering all the impacts from signal
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Table 3.1 : Proposed Optimization Algorithm
1) For each slice i,
For each coding option Si,
Perform the routing algorithm described in Section 3.4, and
nd the optimal path ji for packet 
j
i by using the routing
metric dened as the expected slice distortion under a certain
error concealment scheme with consideration of the packet
delay deadline constraint;
2) Perform the DP optimization described in Section 3.3 to nd the
optimal path and coding parameters values for all slices of one frame.
corruption, packet delay deadline expiration, and error concealment on expected video
distortion. Second, to evaluate the eects of signal corruption and packet delay deadline
expiration on the distortion of the ith slice, the controller needs to calculate the average loss
probability due to channel fading and the delay deadline expiration probability incurred by
packet ji at intermediate nodes, based on the feedbacks from these nodes. To overcome the
aforementioned challenges, we propose a routing algorithm to determine the optimal path
ji for each packet 
j
i .
3.4.1 Routing Metric: Packet-Delay-Deadline-Aware Expected Distortion
To evaluate the expected distortion with consideration of packet delay deadline, we need
to rst consider packet loss probabilities and delay performance at intermediate nodes.
Although there exist numerous models in the literature for calculating packet loss proba-
bilities and delay performance in multi-hop wireless networks, none of them has taken the
expected video distortion into consideration. In the following, we will give a brief discussion
on these existing models and focus on how to integrate the packet delay constraint into the
estimation of the expected video distortion.
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Packet Loss Probability
In wireless environments, as shown in Figure 3.3, the transmission of packet ji over each
hop of the network can be modeled as follows: packet ji arrives at node u, waits in the
queue of node u, and is transmitted/served over link (u; v). If packet ji gets lost dur-
ing transmission, it will be retransmitted until it is either successfully received or dis-
carded because its delay deadline T budget was exceeded. During the above period, the total
packet loss probability P
(u;v)
i;j incurred by packet 
j
i mainly consists of two parts: 1) the
probability of packet drop pui;j due to delay deadline expiration when queueing at node
u, 2) the probability of packet loss p
(u;v)
i;j over link (u; v) which is mainly determined by
packet error probability p
(u;v) err
i;j due to signal fading over link (u; v). In a contention-based
wireless access network (e.g., a multi-hop 802.11a/e wireless network), p
(u;v)
i;j also includes
packet collision probability p
(u;v) col
i;j due to contention access to the medium. Therefore,
without loss of generality, packet loss probability p
(u;v)
i;j over link (u; v) can be written as
p
(u;v)
i;j = 1  (1  p(u;v) erri;j )(1  p(u;v) coli;j ). To deal with p(u;v)i;j over link (u; v), retransmission
mechanisms such as the selective repeat algorithm [91] are commonly used at node u within
the packet delay deadline. However, retransmissions of packet ji make the packet drop
probability pui;j at the node u implicitly depend on the packet loss probability p
(u;v)
i;j over
link (u; v). As a result, the total packet loss probability P
(u;v)
i;j is mainly exhibited as p
u
i;j ,
i.e., P
(u;v)
i;j  pui;j . Next, we will discuss how to calculate pui;j by the controller.
The packet error probability p
(u;v) err
i;j depends on the specic channel conditions of
link (u; v) and the applied transmission schemes. We assume that each intermediate node
implements a certain type of link adaptation scheme to maximize its outgoing link goodput.
Specically, as in [6, 27], node u selects dierent modulation and channel coding schemes
based on the link SINR information in transmitting packets over link (u; v). The packet
error probability p
(u;v) err
i;j for packet 
j
i can be modeled by the sigmoid function
p
(u;v) err
i;j =
1
1 + e( )
; (3.9)
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Figure 3.3 : The total packet loss probability P
(u;v)
i;j over link (u; v) mainly comprises of
packet drop probability pui;j due to packet delay deadline expiration during queueing at node
u and the packet loss probability p
(u;v)
i;j including error probability p
(u;v) err
i;j due to signal
fading over link (u; v) and the packet collision probability p
(u;v) col
i;j due to contention access
to the medium.
where  is the channel status information (CSI) parameters in term of the detected link
SINR,  and  are constants corresponding to the used modulation and coding schemes for
a given packet of length L [22,92]. The packet collision probability p
(u;v) col
i;j at steady state
can be expressed as [93]
p
(u;v) col
i;j = 1  (1  )x 1; (3.10)
where  is the probability that node u transmits in a randomly chosen slot time, and x is
the number of contending nodes.
To evaluate the delay incurred by packets at intermediate nodes, we rst need to deter-
mine the available throughput for transmitting these packets. Let w(u;v) be the guaranteed
bandwidth of link (u; v), e.g., by adopting the Hybrid Coordination Function (HCF) Con-
trolled Channel Access (HCCA) mechanisms of IEEE 802.11e [82]) or the TDMA scheme
adopted in WiMAX. Then, the available throughput over link (u; v) is directly determined
by the transmission rate R
(u;v)
i;j (w
(u;v)) of the corresponding modulation and coding schemes.
Thus, the eective transmission rate (goodput) [27] is given by
R
(u;v)
i;j =
R
(u;v)
i;j (w
(u;v))
1 + e ( )
: (3.11)
In contention-based access networks, the available throughput is also aected by packet
collisions and protocol-related impairments (e.g., carrier sensing, back o, etc.). To account
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for these impacts on the throughput performance, the eective transmission rate can be
weighted as
R
(u;v)
i;j =
 R(u;v)i;j (w(u;v))
1 + e ( )
; (3.12)
where  is the normalized system throughput dened as the fraction of time the channel
is used to successfully transmit payload bits. For example, according to [93],  for 802.11
protocol depends on the wireless channel characteristics (i.e. the propagation delay), the
network specication and system parameters (i.e. the minimum and maximum contention
window sizes, the average packet size, and the number of contending nodes), and the adopted
access mechanisms (i.e., the basic access mechanism, the RTS/CTS mechanism or the hybrid
mode of the two).
To derive the packet drop probability pui;j due to the packet delay deadline expiration
during the wait in the queue of node u, we need to analyze the queueing model of packet ji
at that node. Let T ui;j be the current delay incurred by packet 
j
i when the packet arrives
at node u and enters the queue of that node. The maximum retransmission limit 
(u;v)
i;j for
packet ji over link (u; v) based on the delay deadline T
budget can be expressed as [94]

(u;v)
i;j =
6664R(u;v)i;j (T budget   T ui;j)
L
7775  1; (3.13)
where bc is the oor operation. To evaluate the expected waiting time for packet ji spent
in the queue of node u, we formulate the service time X
(u;v)
i;j for packet 
j
i over link (u; v) as
a geometric distribution [95]. Then the rst and second moments of the service time X
(u;v)
i;j
are given by
E
h
X
(u;v)
i;j
i
=
L

1  (p(u;v)i;j )
(u;v)
i;j +1

R
(u;v)
i;j (1  p(u;v)i;j )
=
L

1  (p(u;v)i;j )
(u;v)
i;j +1

R
(u;v)
i;j
(3.14)
E
h
(X
(u;v)
i;j )
2
i
=
L2(1 + p
(u;v)
i;j )
(R
(u;v)
i;j )
2(1  p(u;v)i;j )2
: (3.15)
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We assume that the arrival trac at each intermediate node u is from various data sources
through all its previous-hop nodes and is assumed to be a Poisson process. This approxi-
mation is reasonable if the number of intermediate nodes is large enough and the trac in
the network is relatively balanced. Without loss of generality, we model the queue in the
intermediate node u as a M/G/1 queue with an arrival rate u. The values of u can be
locally obtained at node u by counting and averaging the total number of incoming pack-
ets over a given period of time. Then by queueing analysis [95] (Section 3.5), the average
waiting time for packet ji at node u can be expressed as
E
h
W
(u;v)
i;j
i
=
uE
h
(X
(u;v)
i;j )
2
i
2(1  uE[X(u;v)i;j ])
: (3.16)
Based on the expected waiting time, the probability of packet ji being dropped due to
the expiration of the packet delay deadline can be calculated by the tail distribution of the
waiting time [96]
pui;j = Prob

E[W
(u;v)
i;j ] + T
u
i;j > (T
budget)

= uE[X
(u;v)
i;j ]exp
 
 (T
budget   T ui;j)uE[X(u;v)i;j ]
E[W
(u;v)
i;j ]
!
: (3.17)
Now we can determine the loss probability of packet ji traversing a sequence of nodes.
Let ^vi;j be a path from source node s to node v for packet 
j
i . The loss probability for
packet ji traversing path ^
v
i;j is
P vi;j = 1 
Y
(u;v)2^vi;j
(1  P (u;v)i;j ): (3.18)
With Equations (3.2) and (3.18), the encoder can calculate the expected distortion on-the-
y which is delivered to the controller to determine the optimal path for packet ji .
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Packet Delay
Let T vi;j be the total delay for packet 
j
i arriving at node v along path ^
v
i;j . Given node u is
the previous-hop node of node v, we have
T vi;j = T
u
i;j + T
(u;v)
i;j ; (3.19)
where T
(u;v)
i;j := E[W
(u;v)
i;j ] + E[X
(u;v)
i;j ] is the total delay incurred by packet 
j
i over link
(u; v).
3.4.2 Optimal Path Selection for Individual Packets
It is worth noting that in multi-hop wireless networks, to increase the network resilience
and robustness against potential problems such as node failures and path failures due to
temporary obstacles or external radio interference, network nodes might be connected to
each other with redundant paths between each pair of nodes. For example, the emerging
wireless mesh networks are densely-connected networks [97]. In such densely-connected
networks, exhaustive search to nd the optimal path is not feasible due to its exponential
computational overhead.
To decrease the computational complexity, contrary to the distributed Bellman-Ford
[95] algorithm-like routing approach in [22], we propose a centralized Dijkstra-based [95]
labelling algorithm with which the controller calculates the optimal path for a given packet
based on the feedback information such as link SINR and average packet arrival rate from all
other nodes. However, the proposed algorithm is very dierent from the classical Dijkstra
algorithm, where routing metrics (e.g., packet delay) for path selection are additive. In
contrast, in the proposed routing algorithm, the routing metric for path selection is dened
as the expected distortion of packet ji with considerations of the possible error concealment.
Since error concealment is performed only at the destination node t, it is not possible to
dene a routing metric as the expected distortion of packet ji with/without the possible
error concealment over a single hop. This is because when expected video quality is adopted
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as a routing metric, the additive routing cost calculation is no longer feasible. Therefore,
explicit link metrics (the expected distortion over each hop along a path) cannot be identied
and dened. The expected distortion of packet ji at any node v needs to be calculated on-
the-y by the encoder based on the feedback network information about the partial optimal
path from source node s to node v.
Here the optimal path for a packet is the path over which the transmitted packet has
the minimum expected distortion under the given packet delay deadline. The labelling
algorithm is summarized as follows:
 Each node is labeled with a quadruple fE[Dvjui;j ]; P vjui;j ; T vjui;j ; ug where E[Dvjui;j ], P vjui;j ,
T
vju
i;j are the expected distortion, the packet loss probability, and the packet delay
incurred by packet ji traversing along the partial optimal path from source s to
node v through the previous-hop node u. The motivation for keeping the values of
packet loss probability and packet delay in a label is to speed up the calculation of
routing path selection, which will be further explained in the later example. Distortion
E[D
vju
i;j ] at node v is calculated by Eq. (3.2). Moreover, E[D
vju
i;j ] becomes the edge
weight (distortion) in Figure 3.2 when node v is the destination node. In order to
easily reconstruct the whole optimal path later, the quadruple at node v also contains
the previous-hop node u through which the partial optimal path passes. Initially, no
optimal path exists. Thus, all nodes are labeled with an innite amount of expected
distortion, packet loss probability, and packet delay.
 A label can be marked as either tentative or permanent. A node marked by a tentative
label is dened as a tentative node. Likewise, a node marked by a permanent label is
dened as a permanent node. As the routing algorithm proceeds, new paths may be
found as well as the labels may be changed.
 When a label is found from all tentative labels with the minimum expected distortion
of packet ji , the optimal path for packet 
j
i from source node s to the corresponding
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Figure 3.4 : An example of a multi-hop wireless network.
node carrying that label will be determined, then the label is marked as permanent
and is kept unchanged thereafter. Then, this node becomes the current working node,
meaning that the controller will start to calculate the expected distortions incurred
by transmitting packet ji through all its next-hop nodes of the working node.
 Whenever the label of the destination node is marked as permanent, the optimal
end-to-end routing path for packet ji will be determined.
Next, we will use the DAG-based network model shown in Figure 3.4 as an example of
a multi-hop wireless network to explain the proposed labelling algorithm. As stated before,
the network topology is assumed to be known by the controller. As shown in Figure 3.5, the
owchart of nding the optimal path for packet ji through the proposed labelling algorithm
is described as follows:
Step (a) Initially, as shown in Figure 3.5 (a), no optimal path exists, so all nodes are labeled
with an innite amount of expected distortion, packet loss probability, and packet
delay. All labels are tentative, which are marked with circles. Then, the controller
starts to mark node s as permanent, which is marked with a lled-in circle. The
controller also sets node s as the current working node, which is marked with ) and
begins calculating the expected distortions if packet ji would be transmitted through
next-hop nodes a and e, respectively.
Step(b) In Figure 3.5 (b), once the expected distortion E[D
ajs
i;j ], the probability of loss P
ajs
i;j , and
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Figure 3.5 : The steps used in computing the optimal path for packet ji from source s to
destination t. The algorithm begins from step (a) and ends at step (f). The arrows indicate
the working node. The optimal path is s! a! c! d! f ! t.
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the expected delay T
ajs
i;j are calculated, node a is relabeled by fE[Dajsi;j ]; P ajsi;j ; T ajsi;j ; sg.
Similarly, node e is relabeled by fE[Dejsi;j ]; P ejsi;j ; T ejsi;j ; sg. Then, the controller examines
all the tentatively labeled nodes, which are a, b, c, d, e, f and t at this stage in the
whole graph. The controller marks the one with the smallest expected distortion as
permanent, which will become the new working node. In Figure 3.5 (b), assuming that
E[D
ajs
i;j ]  E[Dejsi;j ], thus node a is marked as permanent and becomes the new working
node. Then, the controller begins to calculate the expected distortions if packet ji
would be transmitted along the paths s! a! b and s! a! c, respectively.
Step(c) As mentioned earlier, the label of working node can be used to speed up the cal-
culations of the labels of next-hop nodes. For example, when calculating the loss
probability P
bja
i;j that packet 
j
i would have at node b via the path s ! a ! b, the
controller can directly retrieve the value of P
ajs
i;j stored in the label of working node a
and calculate P
bja
i;j as P
bja
i;j = 1   (1   P ajsi;j )(1   p(a;b)i;j ) in stead of recalculating P ajsi;j .
Similarly, the delay T
bja
i;j at node b can also be calculated as T
bja
i;j = T
ajs
i;j +T
(a;b)
i;j by us-
ing the stored T
ajs
i;j in the label of working node a. As shown in Figure 3.5 (c), nodes b
and c are relabeled by fE[Dbjai;j ]; P bjai;j ; T bjai;j ; ag and fE[Dcjai;j ]; P cjai;j ; T cjai;j ; ag, respectively.
Then, the controller compares the distortion values of all the left tentative-labeled
nodes, which are b, c, d, e, f and t at this stage. Assuming that the label of node
c has the smallest expected distortion, node c is marked as permanent and becomes
the new working node. The controller then begins to calculate the expected distor-
tion fE[Ddjci;j ] that packet ji would get at node d if it is transmitted along the path
s! a! c! d.
Step (d) Using the same procedure as discussed above, node d is relabeled with fE[Ddjci;j ], P djci;j ,
T
djc
i;j , cg as shown in Figure 3.5 (d). Then, the controller continues to search for
the node which has the smallest expected distortion among all the other tentatively
labeled nodes (at this stage, they are b, d, e, f and t). Assuming that E[D
ejs
i;j ] is
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the smallest among all the compared distortions, node e is marked as permanent and
becomes the new working node. Then, the controller begins to calculate the expected
distortions that packet ji would get at the two next-hop nodes c and f of node e by
being passed along the paths s! e! c and s! e! f , respectively.
Step (e) In Figure 3.5 (e), for node c, let E[D
cje
i ] be the expected distortion that packet 
j
i
would incur at node c if it takes the path s! e! c. Assuming that E[Dcjei ]  E[Dcjai ],
then node c will not be relabeled. For node f , the label needs to be updated with
fE[Df jei ]; P f jei ; T f jei ; eg. Then, as shown in Figure 3.5 (e), assuming that node d is
identied as having the smallest distortion among all unchecked tentative nodes (at
this stage, they are b, d, f and t). Thus, node d is marked as permanent and becomes
the new working node. The controller then begins to calculate the expected distortions
that packet ji would incur at the two next-hop nodes b and f of node d if the packet
travels along the paths s! a! c! d! b and s! a! c! d! f , respectively.
Step (f) In Figure 3.5 (f), for node b, let E[D
bjd
i ] be the expected distortion that packet 
j
i
would incur at node b if it takes the path s ! a ! c ! d ! b. Assuming that
E[D
bjd
i ]  E[Dbjai ], then the label of node b will not be updated. For node f , let
E[D
f jd
i ] be the expected distortion that packet 
j
i would incur at node f if it takes
the path s ! a ! c ! d ! f . Assuming that E[Df jdi ]  E[Df jei ], so node f is
relabeled by fE[Df jdi ]; P f jdi ; T f jdi ; dg. Then, the controller needs to nd the node with
the smallest labeled distortion among the unchecked tentatively labeled nodes (at
this stage, they are b, f and t). Assuming that the label of node f has the smallest
expected distortion, node f is marked as permanent and becomes the new working
node.
Step (g) Figure 3.5 (g) shows that the only next-hop node t of node f is relabeled with the
expected distortion E[D
tjf
i ] that packet 
j
i would incur at node t if it takes the path
s ! a ! c ! d ! f ! t. Then, the controller begins to nd the next working node
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between the last two tentative nodes b and t. Assuming that the label of node b has
a smaller expected distortion value than the label of node t (i.e., E[D
bja
i ] < E[D
tjf
i ]),
thus, node b is marked as permanent and becomes the new working node. Then, the
controller begins to calculate the expected distortion E[Dtjb] that packet ji would
incur if it proceeds via the path s! a! b! t.
Step (h) In Figure 3.5 (h), assuming that E[D
tjb
i ]  E[Dtjfi ], thus, node f does not need to be
relabeled. Then, node f is the only tentative node and is marked as permanent. Once
node t is marked as permanent, the proposed routing algorithm stops. By retrieving
all stored previous-hop nodes in the labels from destination node t to source node s,
The optimal end-to-end path can be reconstructed. In Figure 3.5 (h), the optimal
path is s! a! c! d! f ! t.
Remark: (i) The proposed online distortion estimation method makes this work very
dierent from all other existing works, where distortions are calculated based on predened
rate-distortion functions or models. In particular, the online distortion estimation at the
source node makes it practical for the joint optimization of network routing and video
source encoding. (ii) The proposed routing algorithm is ecient in dealing with network
link breakages and node breakdown. With the proposed routing algorithm, a set of paths
can be discovered and maintained simultaneously. Once the optimal path is broken due
to either link outage or node breakdown, the suboptimal path with the second smallest
distortion will be selected immediately for transmitting, and no path rediscovery needs to
be initiated.
3.5 Convergence and Complexity Discussion of the Proposed Framework
3.5.1 Convergence of the Proposed Routing Algorithm
Next, we will show that the optimal path can always be determined based on the following
Lemmas:
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Lemma 1
Once a label/node is marked as permanent, it will never be changed thereafter.
Proof: Recall that in Figure 3.5 (c) node c is selected to be marked as permanent if c has
the smallest distortion among all tentative nodes fb; c; d; e; f; tg. Thus, E[Dejsi;j ]  E[Dcjai;j ].
In the next step as shown in Figure 3.5 (d), node e is chosen to be marked as permanent.
Then, the controller needs to calculate the expected distortions that the packet ji would
incur if the packet goes from node e to its next-hop nodes fc; fg, respectively. Let E[Dcjei;j ]
denote the resulting expected distortion of packet ji at node c passing through node e.
Since E[D
cje
i;j ] is the resulting expected distortion of packet 
j
i after passing along an extra
link (e; c) based on E[D
ejs
i;j ] at node e, then E[D
cje
i;j ]  E[Dejsi;j ]. Hence, E[Dcjei;j ]  E[Dcjai;j ]
based on the above two inequalities: E[D
ejs
i;j ]  E[Dcjai;j ] and E[Dcjei;j ]  E[Dejsi;j ]. Therefore,
the permanent label of node c will not be updated.
From Lemma 1, we can derive that, for any working node, if its next-hop node is a
permanent node, the expected distortion which the packet ji would incur at the next-hop
node does not need to be calculated. Thus, compared with the exhaustive search method,
the computational overhead can be signicantly reduced on path selection.
Lemma 2
Whenever the destination node is marked as permanent, the algorithm terminates, and the
optimal path is found.
Proof: According to Lemma 1, for packet ji , whenever the destination node is marked as
permanent, the label of the destination will not be changed. The permanent label has the
smallest expected distortion of packet ji . Any other expected distortion at the destination
caused by packet ji passing through remaining tentative nodes would be larger than or
equal to the distortion in the permanent label of the destination node. Therefore, there is
no need to perform further calculations, and the optimal path can be selected by backward
tracking the stored nodes in the permanent labels from the destination t to the source s.
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3.5.2 Computational Complexity of the Proposed Framework
The computational complexity of the proposed application-centric routing framework mainly
comprises the following two parts:
Computational Complexity of the Routing Algorithm
The computational complexity of the proposed routing algorithm in Section 3.4.2 consists
of three parts:
(i) The complexity in terms of comparison operations in calculating the optimal path for
each possible packet by the routing algorithm, denoted by CR. Note that the routing
algorithm terminates after at most jV   1j iterations with the destination node being
marked as permanent. The number of comparisons per iteration is proportional to
jVj, where jVj is the total number of nodes in the network. Therefore, in the worst
case, the computational complexity is O(jVj2), comparing favorably with the worst-
case estimate O(jVj3) of the Bellman-Ford algorithm. In fact, given the topology of
a network, based on Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, the amount computations required to
determine the optimal path from a source node to a destination node is considerably
less than O(jVj2).
(ii) The complexity in calculating the expected video distortion for each packet to perform
each comparison operation of (i), denoted by CD. According to the ROPE method
[88], the expected distortion is calculated at the video pixel level. Therefore, the value
of CD is proportional to the number of pixels contained in one packet. For the detailed
discussions on the values of CD, please refer to [88].
(iii) The complexity in calculating the packet loss probability P for each packet over each
sub-path to perform each comparison operation of (i), denoted by CP . From the Eqs.
(3.10) - (3.18), we observe that CP is also a xed value. Moreover, CP is much smaller
than CD, i.e., CP  CD.
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Therefore, the total computational complexity of the routing algorithm is O(jVj2(CP+
CD)). Furthermore, to congure the I-stage trellis for dynamic programming, we need to
run the routing algorithm J2 (J = jSj) times for each stage. Thus, the total computational
complexity before dynamic programming is performed is O(I  J2  jVj2  (CP + CD)).
Computational Complexity of the Dynamic Programming
The computational complexity of the DP algorithm in Section 3.3 is O(I  Jz), which
depends directly on the value of z. For most cases, z is a small number (for the error
concealment strategy used in this work, z = 1), so the algorithm is much more ecient
than an exhaustive search algorithm with exponential computational complexity.
Note that the proposed solution is an operationally optimal solution. Therefore, based
on the above analysis, the operational admissible set size can be adjusted according to the
practical computational constraints.
3.6 Experimental Results
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed quality-driven routing frame-
work over multi-hop wireless networks with dierent network sizes and topologies. We
consider 30- and 100-node networks both deployed over a 1000m x 1000m rectangular re-
gion. The source node and destination node are chosen randomly from the nodes in the
network. The connectivity between the nodes is determined by the radio transmission range.
The transmission range for each node is assumed to be 150m. The packet arrival rate at
each node is taken with equal probability from the set [100, 120, 130, 140, 150] packets per
second. For each network size, we generate 50 topologies and run 50 computations to obtain
the average results. For a given topology, we assume that the DAG-modeled connectivity
structure between the source node and the destination node, as shown in Figure 3.6, has
been determined by the so-called proactive routing protocols such as Optimized Link State
Routing (OLSR) [81], and is available to the controller. At the link level, we assume that
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Figure 3.6 : The DAG-modelled connectivity structure between the source node s and the
destination node t determined by the OLSR protocol under a given topology in a 100-node
network.
the link is frequency-at, meaning that the link quality remains time-invariant during the
transmission of a packet but may vary from packet to packet. The bandwidth of every link
is set to 1 MHz. Furthermore, adaptive modulation and coding is performed over each link
based on the instantaneous received SINR. Thus, according to Eq. (3.11), dierent links
have dierent goodputs.
We rst verify the proposed packet loss probability model proposed in Section 3.4.1. We
calculate the end-to-end packet loss probability for packets with packet size L = 104 bits
transmitted over a 6-hop path under dierent packet delay deadlines. The packet arrival
rate u at each node u is set to increase from 100 to 150 packets per second. Figure 3.7
shows that the packet loss probability increases with the increasing of packet arrival rate
under a xed packet delay deadline. This is because higher packet arrival rates lead to the
longer packet waiting time for a packet during queueing, which increases its probability of
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Figure 3.7 : Packet loss probability vs. packet arrival rate u under dierent packet delay
deadlines T budget.
violating the packet delay deadline before it reaches the destination node. From Figure 3.7,
we also observe that loose packet delay deadlines result in low packet loss probabilities with
a xed packet arrival rate. Table 3.2 shows the average accumulating packet delay at each
hop along a 6-hop path under dierent packet delay deadlines T budget.
Table 3.2 : The average accumulating packet delay at each hop along a 6-hop path under
dierent packet delay deadlines T budget.
Tbudget hop 1 hop 2 hop 3 hop 4 hop 5 hop 6
(seconds) (seconds) (seconds) (seconds) (seconds) (seconds) (seconds)
0.0333 0.0061 0.0124 0.0175 0.0221 0.0261 0.0312
0.0400 0.0072 0.0143 0.0239 0.0286 0.0323 0.0371
0.0500 0.0086 0.0165 0.0247 0.0322 0.0387 0.0473
0.0667 0.0093 0.0181 0.0294 0.0385 0.0470 0.0542
Four video sequences with varied contents (1 \Carphone", 2 \Foreman", 3 \Coastguard",
4 \Mobile") in QCIF format are considered in this chapter. The Y-component of the rst
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120 frames of each video sequence is encoded with H.264 (JVT reference software, JM 12.2
[98]). To explore the performance of the proposed framework under dierent packet delay
deadlines, the video sequences are encoded at frame rates f1=15 f/s and f2=30 f/s (frames
per second), which gives the resulting packet delay deadlines of 0.0667 seconds and 0.0333
seconds, respectively. All frames except the rst one are coded as inter frames. In encoding
inter frames, the selection from all possible sizes (16 16, 16 8, 8 16, 8 8, 8 4, 4 8
and 4 4) of inter block search is enabled. To reduce error propagation due to packet loss,
10 random I Macroblocks were inserted into each frame. Constrained intra prediction was
used at the encoder. For further error resilience, we also allow the rst frame (Intra coded)
to be correctly received at the destination node by providing enough time for the packet
transmissions of that frame. We choose the quantization step size (QP) as the tunable source
coding parameter. The permissible QP values are [10, 13, 16, 19, 22, 25, 28, 31]. To obtain
a smooth perceptual video quality, the dierence of the selected QPs for neighboring slices
is limited within a threshold of 3. The frames are packetized such that each packet/slice
contains one row of MBs, which enables a good balance between error robustness and
compression eciency.
The simulations compare four dierent approaches for joint optimization of path routing
and video encoding, which are as follows.
1. Application-Centric | This is the proposed approach as described in Section 3.2,
where the expected distortion is used as the routing metric, and QP is optimized for
each slice to adapt video encoding to the underlying network conditions considering
the constraint of packet delay deadline.
2. Average packet delay | Dierently from the rst approach, the optimal path is calcu-
lated such that the average end-to-end packet delay is minimized. Another dierence
is that this approach chooses QP from the available QP set for each video frame
such that the expected distortion is minimized with the consideration of packet delay
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Figure 3.8 : Average received PSNRs using dierent routing approaches in dierent sizes
of networks. (a) 30 nodes, (b) 100 nodes.
deadline. Delay performance analysis is the same as that used in approach 1.
3. Average packet loss rate (PLR) | This approach calculates the optimal path to
minimize the average PLR, taking into account the constraint of packet delay deadline.
The same QP optimization and delay performance analysis as adopted in approach 2
are performed.
4. Hop count (HC) | This approach takes the path with the minimum number of hops as
the optimal transmission path while satisfying the constraint of packet delay deadline.
The same QP optimization and delay performance analysis as adopted in approaches
2 and 3 are also used here.
Figure 3.8 shows the received video quality measured by peak signal-to-noise ratio
(PSNR), using the four dierent approaches. The PSNRs are averaged over all the inter-
coded frames of a given video sequence with 50 computations under 50 topologies. Figures
3.8(a) and 3.8(b) show the results derived in the 30-node and 100-node network scenarios,
respectively. The packet delay deadlines in both gures are 0.0333 seconds. These gures
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Figure 3.9 : Frame PSNRs of the received \Mobile" sequence in a 100-node network with
four dierent routing approaches.
show that the proposed application-centric routing algorithm signicantly outperforms the
other three network-centric routing approaches. This is because the application-centric
routing approach is a quality-driven method, aiming at maximizing the received video qual-
ity in determining the optimal paths and video coding parameters of video units; while
the network-centric routing approaches do not consider the eects of source coding and
error concealment in routing. In other words, network-centric routing approaches are not
quality-driven, i.e., minimizing the average end-to-end packet delay, the average end-to-end
PLR or end-to-end hop count does not always lead to minimized video distortion.
Figure 3.9 shows the received video quality at each frame of the received \Mobile"
sequence under a random topology in a 100-node network. The packet delay deadline is
0.0333 seconds. We observe that the proposed application-centric routing approach has
achieved a signicant improvement in received video quality over the other three network-
centric routing approaches. Note that, in all of the above gures, the received quality by
the delay-based routing approach is very close to what can be achieved by the PLR-based
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Table 3.3 : Average video quality achieved by dierent routing approaches under the two
dierent packet delay deadlines in a 100-node network (To conserve space, the video se-
quence names are abbreviated as \Ca":\Carphone", \F": \Foreman", \Co":\Coastguard",
\M":\Mobile").
Approach
Tbudget = 0:0333seconds Tbudget = 0:0667seconds
\Ca" \F" \Co" \M" \Ca" \F" \Co" \M"
Application-centric 34.57 33.39 30.86 29.02 36.48 35.46 32.97 31.74
Delay-based 31.23 29.31 28.04 27.04 33.61 32.12 30.38 29.53
PLR-based 30.04 29.04 27.10 26.80 32.82 30.39 29.29 28.22
Hop Count-based 27.96 25.26 23.05 21.14 30.05 27.35 24.31 22.45
method. This is because the retransmission mechanism is used at each hop and the packet
loss rate is dominated by the packet drop rate caused by excessive queuing delay.
In our analysis on packet delay performance in Section 3.4.1, the packet delay deadline is
a crucial performance parameter, directly aecting the estimation of the average end-to-end
packet delay, average end-to-end packet loss rate and expected distortion. Therefore, the
packet delay deadline signicantly inuences both the calculation of the routing path and
the optimization of video coding parameters. Table 3.3 shows the comparison of average
received quality under dierent routing approaches with dierent frame coding deadlines in
the 100-node network. It can be concluded that, for two dierent packet delay deadlines, the
proposed application-centric routing approach always has the best received video quality.
More importantly, for any given video sequence, the proposed algorithm provides higher
quality improvement than any other network-centric routing approach when the packet
delay deadline increases from 0.033 to 0.0667 seconds. This is because the proposed joint
optimization of routing and video encoding has the inherent advantage of enhancing the
utilization of available network resources.
To evaluate the impact of source coding optimization in the proposed application-centric
routing approach, we observe the slice QP selection in a transmission of the rst 120 frames
of the \Coastguard" sequence under an arbitrary 100-node network topology and a packet
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Figure 3.10 : The slice QP selection in a transmission of the \Coastguard" sequence in a
100-node network.
Table 3.4 : Comparison of the proposed application-centric routing with the existing end-
to-end path selection algorithm.
Approach
Tbudget = 0:0333seconds Tbudget = 0:0667seconds
\Ca" \F" \Co" \M" \Ca" \F" \Co" \M"
Proposed 34.57 33.39 30.86 29.02 36.48 35.46 32.97 31.74
Existing 31.43 30.28 27.49 26.23 32.21 31.09 28.58 27.31
delay deadline of 0.033 seconds. Figure 3.10 shows the QP adaptation over all the slices of
\Coastguard". We can observe that various QPs are chosen for dierent slices, indicating
that the proposed application-centric routing approach has the intrinsic ability to adapt
source coding to the underlying path selection in routing under the given lower-layer network
conditions. This veries the advantage of integrating source coding optimization with the
proposed quality-driven routing.
To illustrate the perceptual video quality delivered by dierent approaches, we show
the 99th frame of the original video of \Coastguard" in Figure 3.11(a) and compare it with
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Figure 3.11 : Comparison of the received video quality generated by dierent routing ap-
proaches.
the reconstructed video frames obtained by using the proposed application-centric routing
approach (Figure 3.11(b)), the delay-based routing (Figure 3.11(c)), the PLR-based routing
(Figure 3.11(d)) and the hop count-based routing (Figure 3.11(e)), respectively. Here, the
network size is 100 nodes, and the frame decoding deadline is 0.0333 seconds. It can be
observed that the frame under the proposed quality-driven approach has a visual quality
very close to the original frame, while the frames under the other three approaches are
considerably blurry.
Finally, we compare the proposed application-centric routing with a state-of-the-art
routing algorithm - \end-to-end path selection" [77] in the 100-node network in Table 3.4.
In \end-to-end path selection", we select xed source coding parameters for the current
video frame such that as much data rate as in the proposed application-centric routing
is generated. Moreover, we statistically determine the end-to-end path from a predeter-
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mined path set such that the expected video distortion is minimized. The same packet
delay deadline concept and delay analysis method as in our application-centric routing
framework are both applied to \end-to-end path selection" with the same network settings.
The simulation results show that the proposed application-centric routing approach signi-
cantly outperforms the `end-to-end path selection" algorithm, as it provides the capability
to jointly optimize video coding and routing.
3.7 Summary
Based on the analysis of the network-centric routing approaches, an application-centric
routing approach was proposed for real-time video communications in wireless multi-hop
networks. The proposed routing approach enables us to calculate an optimal routing path
to minimize the expected end-to-end video distortion within a given video packet delay
deadline. Within the proposed quality-driven framework, video source coding has been
integrated into the path routing to enhance the feasibility of multi-hop routing and the
utilization of network resources in a cross-layer manner. Experiments were conducted with
the H.264 codec and dierent sizes of multi-hop wireless networks. The results demonstrate
that the proposed quality-driven application-centric routing approach provides superior
end-to-end video quality over existing network-centric routing approaches.
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Chapter 4
Cross-Layer Optimized Video Summary Transmission over
Cooperative Wireless Networks
4.1 Introduction
Cooperative communication [99{101] has recently attracted signicant attention as an ef-
fective transmission strategy, which takes advantage of the broadcast nature of wireless net-
works. The basic idea is to let nodes in a wireless network share information and transmit
cooperatively as a virtual antenna array, which provides spatial diversity that signicantly
improves system performance. For example, as shown in Figure 4.1, node A would like to
send information to node D. If the channel link between nodes A and D is blocked or in
deep fading, then it would be dicult for node A to communicate with node D in terms
of point-to-point wireless communications. However, if the nearby two nodes B and C can
help node A by forwarding the information to node D, then the communications between
nodes A and D is possible. In such a cooperative way, it is inherently more reliable for the
destination to receive the transmitted information.
The emerging cooperative communication concept has fundamental impacts on MAC
and higher network layer design of wireless networks as cooperative communications can
improve network node connectivity, increase link throughput, save network power con-
sumption, and even change network topology that allows shorter routing. Therefore, in
the research community of cooperative communications, a considerable amount of work has
been done for various networks and communication standards, such as cellular, WiFi, ad
hoc/sensor networks, ultra-wideband (UWB) and IEEE 802.16j [102,103].
Video summarization generates a short summary of the content of a huge volume of
video data. Therefore, the receiver can get concise content information while the essential
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Figure 4.1 : An illustration of cooperative communications with source node A, relay nodes
B and C, and destination node D.
(important) information of the original is well preserved (as illustrated in Figure 2.1 in
Chapter 2). For example, for video surveillance in remote areas, network nodes are powered
by either batteries or solar-energy-harvesting devices, meaning that the power is not always
sucient to transmit all the recorded video data. Moreover, most of recorded video data
in video surveillance has signicant redundancy. The redundant data needs not to be
transmitted to save the power resource unless the moment some trigger events take place
or activities are detected. To solve this problem, video summarization is a good choice in
that it can signicantly reduce the data amount to be transmitted with the consideration
of video content coverage.
Integrating video summarization with cooperative communications has signicant bene-
ts for some emerging resource-limited wireless video applications such as video surveillance
in homeland security, crime prevention, and battleeld monitoring. In these applications,
power consumption, video delivery timeliness, and video quality and content coverage are
fundamental issues. For power consumption, as mentioned before, video summarization can
be used to reduce the data amount to be transmitted to conserve power resource. For the
timeliness of video delivery, if the video delivery delay is too large, the received video data
will be useless. Cooperation among network nodes can signicantly decrease the expiration
rate of video packets. To summarize, exploring video summary transmission in cooperative
wireless networks can provide an eective solution for these power- and delay-constrained
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video applications.
Currently, there are many techniques proposed in the video summarization eld. How-
ever, there is very limited study on the video summary transmission over cooperative wire-
less networks due to the complexity of mixing together scene understanding, video coding,
and wireless communications. In [15,62], video summary transmission over wireless networks
was examined. However, neither the packet loss factor nor the source coding was consid-
ered, which might directly impact the perceptual quality of the reconstructed video at the
receiver. In addition, these algorithms do not guarantee a good content coverage based on
the selected frames because potential packet loss penalty heavily biases the frame selection
process. In Chapter 2, we proposed a cross-layer optimization framework for video sum-
mary transmission that considers both source coding and content coverage [42]. However,
the algorithm only aims at generic wireless networks without considering the advantages of
cooperative communication between network nodes.
In this chapter, we propose to enhance the processing capability of relay nodes in co-
operative wireless networks, so that these nodes are not limited to the forwarding function.
Instead, they process the received video packets and generate error-resilient information for
the error concealment at the destination side. Specically, a summary of summary (SoS)
video processing model is developed at the relay nodes to extract the most important infor-
mation and to deliver them to the destination to improve the received video quality. In this
way the proposed framework takes advantage of the inherent cooperative nature of wire-
less networks, as well as considers the characteristics of video summary applications. The
novelty of this work is two-fold: it is the rst cross-layer optimization framework for video
summary transmission over cooperative wireless networks; the proposed cooperative relay
scheme as well as the SoS processing model plays a critical role in improving the system
performance of video summary transmission.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.2, we briey intro-
duce the system model, including the video summary distortion model and the proposed
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cooperative video summary transmission model. In Section 4.3, we describe the proposed
cooperative video summary transmission scheme and formulate a cross-layer optimization
problem for video summary transmission in cooperative wireless networks. We present our
DP-based optimal solution in Section 4.4 and experimental results in Section 4.5. Section
4.6 concludes the chapter.
4.2 System Model
4.2.1 Video Summary Distortion Model
Let J denote the number of frames of a video clip ff1; f2; : : : ; fJg, and I the number of
frames of its video summary sequence fg1; g2; : : : ; gIg. In this work, how to generate the
video summary at the source node is not within the scope of our framework. Let li be the
index of the summary frame gi in the video clip. At the receiver side, the video clip is
reconstructed by substituting missing frames with the corresponding summary frames. Let
~fj denote the displayed jth frame from the received summary at the receiver side. Let ~gi
be the reconstructed the ith summary frame. Note that any summary frame may get lost
during transmission. However, in order to simplify the problem formulation, we assume
the rst summary frame is reliably received. In this work, we also consider the content
coverage issue of the received summary: we introduce a parameter z such that there will
be no z consecutive summary frames being lost. This assumption can be satised by link
adaptation techniques in wireless networks [42]. Note that z is a programmable constant,
and the introduction of the parameter does not narrow down the original problem. Then,
according to the video reconstruction process as shown in Figure 2.2, the expected distortion
of the video clip at the receiver side can be calculated by
E[D]=
JX
j=1
E
h
d[fj ; ~fj ]
i
(4.1)
=
IX
i=1
li+1 1X
j=li
min(i 1;z 1)X
b=0

(1 pi b)d[fj ; ~gi b]
b 1Y
a=0
pi a

:
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Figure 4.2 : The proposed system model.
where pi is the video summary frame loss rate in transmission, and function d[; ] is the
distortion measurement with the mean squared error (MSE) metric between frames  and
.
4.2.2 Cooperative Video Summary Transmission Model
To illustrate the basic idea of the proposed video summary cooperative transmission, with-
out losing generality, a simple topology with a source node s, a relay node r, and a desti-
nation node d is adopted as shown in Figure 4.2. Cooperative transmission is conducted in
two phases. In Phase 1, s broadcasts a message to both d and r using transmission power
P s. In Phase 2, r sends information to d (at dierent time slots or dierent orthogonal
channels) using transmission power P r, and d combines and detects information from both
s and r. To facilitate the discussion, we dene P0 as the total available transmission power
which can be shared by s and r.
In this work, a Rayleigh fading channel model is used to model all the links in the
network. For example, for the link s! d, the received signal at the destination in Phase 1
can be written as ys;d =
p
P sGs;dx+s;d, where Gs;d is the channel gain from s to d, x is the
transmitted information symbol, and s;d is additive noise with noise variance 2. A closed-
form analysis on the symbol-error-rate performance of dierent transmission/modulations
schemes in Rayleigh fading channels can be found in [100].
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In what follows we give a brief introduction of conventional transmission schemes for the
3-node topology as shown in Figure 4.2 to highlight the dierences between these schemes
and our proposed cooperative transmission scheme.
 Direct transmission (DT): Without the help from r, the information is transmitted
only by the direct link s!d.
 Amplify-and-forward (AF): In Phase 2, r amplies the received noisy signal from s
and forwards it to d. d combines the waveforms sent from s and r, and makes a nal
decision on the transmitted information.
 Decode-and-forward (DF): r decodes the source information in Phase 1 and retrans-
mits it to d in Phase 2. d combines the direct transmission information and relayed
information together.
 Coded cooperation (CC): Channel coding is integrated into this scheme by letting s
and r send dierent portions of a source codeword [99]. In Phase 1, s sends part
of the codeword to r and d. r decodes the source information and reconstruct the
codeword with the same channel coding method as used at s. In Phase 2, r punctures
the codeword and transmits the resulting incremental redundancy to d. d performs
joint channel decoding on the received information from s and r.
 Multipath transmission (MT): r decodes the information sent from s during Phase 1,
and it forwards the decoded signal to d during Phase 2. Due to the possible channel
dierence between the path s!d and the path s!r!d, the bit error at d happens
only if both bit decoding for the two paths fail.
Note that AF, DF, and CC are three typical cooperative transmission schemes [99]. It is also
worth noting that all the aforementioned transmission schemes lack the ability to perform
video rate and quality adaptation at the relay r. Consequently, the resource allocation for
both video source and channel along the path s!r!d is not well explored.
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4.3 The Proposed Scheme
Due to the inherent characteristics of video data, motion activity, texture complexity, and
perspective sensitivity of video quality make the importance of each video bit unequal.
In this work, we propose a decode-process-forward (DPF) scheme where video packets are
further processed at the relay and the useful information is extracted and delivered to the
destination.
4.3.1 The Proposed DPF Scheme
In the DPF scheme, as shown in Figure 4.2, s encodes the video summary frames gi(i =
1; 2; : : : ; I) into packets and broadcasts them to r and d. Once r receives a video summary
frame gi, it processes the frame to extract a concise version g
r
i , called summary of summary
(SoS), and then forwards it to d. The SoS can be obtained after a few processing steps with
various levels of complexities. Depending on the system settings and network conditions,
possible video processing methods are:
 Down-sampling the image;
 Filtering the high-frequency component of the image;
 Encoding or transcoding the video frame with a lower bit budget;
 Extracting the region of interest (ROI) information [56];
 Dropping the current video summary frame.
The destination d combines the packets received from s and r via the paths s!d and
s!r!d, respectively, and recovers the video frame using a pre-dened error concealment
strategy. It is important to emphasize that the process and error concealment strategies
used in r and d are known to the system controller which resides in s, controls and optimizes
the parameter settings of all modules based on specic application requirements, channel
conditions, and computational complexity levels.
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4.3.2 Problem Formulation
Let Qsi denote the source coding parameters at s for the ith summary frame gi, Q
r
i the
processing parameters at r to extract gri , respectively; Let ~gi be the reconstructed ith
summary frame with the packets directly from s, and ~gri the reconstructed ith summary
frame with the packets from r. Here we also consider the video content coverage issue. Then
the expected distortion of the whole video clip at the destination side can be expressed as
E[D]=
JX
j=1
E
h
d[fj ; ~fj ]
i
=
IX
i=1
li+1 1X
j=li
min(i 1;z 1)X
b=0
h
(1  ps;di b)d[fj ; ~gi b] + ps;di b  (1  ps;ri b)(1  pr;di b)d[fj ; ~gri b]
i

b 1Y
a=0
h
ps;di a 

1  (1  ps;ri a)(1  pr;di a)
i
(4.2)
where ps;di , p
s;r
i and p
r;d
i are the loss probabilities for the video summary frame over the links
s! d, s! r and r ! d, respectively. The relationship of the video frame loss probability
and the packet loss probability on each link depends on the specic packet encapsulation
or packet fragmentation scheme. Without loss of generality, we assume that each video
summary frame is compressed into one packet. Thus, the video frame loss probability
is equivalent to the packet loss probability on each link. Equation (4.2) indicates that
when reconstructing fj , the closest reconstructed summary frame ~gi to fj is preferred; if
~gi is not available, ~g
r
i will be used; if neither of ~gi and ~g
r
i is available, the second closest
reconstructed summary frame ~gi 1 to fj will be considered. The process continues until the
closest correctly received summary frame to fj from either s or r is available.
Let T si and L
s
i denote the transmission delay and the consumed bit number of the
ith summary frame gi at path s, respectively; T
r
i and L
r
i the transmission delay and the
consumed bit number of the ith SoS frame gri at r, respectively. Given the transmission
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rate Rs;d at s and Rr;d at r, T si and T
r
i can be expressed as
T si =
Lsi (Q
s
i )
Rs;d
T ri =
Lri (Q
s
i ; Q
r
i )
Rr;d
: (4.3)
Then the total expected delay for the whole summary is
E[T ]=
IX
i=1
E[Ti]
=
IX
i=1
n
(1  ps;di )T si +ps;di (1 ps;ri )(1 pr;di )T ri
+ps;di [1 (1 ps;ri )(1 pr;di )]Tc
o
(4.4)
where Tc is a constant, which means if neither gi nor g
r
i is correctly received by d within
Tc, they both are assumed lost.
Therefore, the problem can be formulated as to minimize the end-to-end expected distor-
tion E[D] by choosing the power allocation scheme fP r; P sg, the source-coding parameters
Qsi , and the relay video-processing parameters Q
r
i under both the power and the delay
constraints, i.e.,
min
fP r;P s;Qsi ;Qri g
E[D]; (4.5)
s:t: E[T ]  Tbudget; P s + P r  P0:
where Tbudget is the maximum allowable delay time for transmitting the video summary.
In real-time video communications, Tbudget can be approximated as Tbudget = 1=ffps where
ffps is the video frame rate (frames per second, fps) [85]. It is also worth mentioning that
various transcoding/processing schemes can be employed at the relay without aecting the
problem formulation.
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4.4 Solution Procedure
4.4.1 Optimal Solution
For simplicity, we dene the power allocation factor k between s and r, i.e.,
P s=kP0; P
r=(1  k)P0; (4.6)
where k is a variable which needs to be optimized. Let V be the set of all possible decision
vectors vi for the ith summary frame (i.e., gi and g
r
i , i = 1; 2; : : : ; I), where vi = (k;Q
s
i ; Q
r
i g.
Let v = fv1; v2; : : : ; vIg denote the parameter vector for the whole video summary. We use
the Lagrange multiplier method to relax the delay constraint. Then the Lagrangian cost
function with the Lagrange multiplier  is dened as
J := E[D] + E[T ]: (4.7)
It has been shown [72] that if there is a  such that
v = arg min
V
J(v) (4.8)
leads to T (v) = Tbudget, then v is also an optimal solution to (4.5). Therefore, the task of
solving (4.5) is to nd the pair (; v).
Next, we rst explain how to nd v for a given  such that J is minimized, and then
we present the algorithm of searching for . The video clip reconstruction introduces
dependencies between frames. For the assumption that no z consecutive summary frames
are lost on the path s!d, the reconstruction will cause the current video frame to depend
on its z previous summary frames. To nd v such that v = arg minV J(v), we dene a
cost function Hn(vn z; : : : ; vn) which represents the minimum total distortion and delay up
to and including the nth summary frame, given that vn z; : : : ; vn are decision vectors for
the (n  z)th to nth summary frames. Therefore, HI(vI z; : : : ; vI) represents the minimum
delay and distortion for all the summary frames and thus
min
V
J(v) = min
vI z ;:::;vI
HI(vI z; : : : ; vI): (4.9)
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Figure 4.3 : Path map for the shortest path algorithm when z = 2.
The key observation for deriving an ecient algorithm is the fact that given z+1 decision
vectors vn z 1; : : : ; vn 1 for the (n   z   1)th to (n   1)th summary frames, and the cost
function Hn 1(vn z 1; : : : ; vn 1), the selection of the next decision vector vn is independent
of the selection of the previous decision vectors v1; v2; : : : ; vn z 2. This is true since the
cost function can be expressed recursively as
Hn(vn z;: : : ;vn) = min
vn z 1;:::;vn 1

Hn 1(vn z 1; : : : ;vn 1)
+
ln+1 1X
j=ln
min(n 1;z 1)X
b=0

(1  ps;dn b)d[fj ; ~gn b]
+ ps;dn b  (1  ps;rn b)(1  pr;dn b)d[fj ; ~grn b]


b 1Y
a=0

ps;dn a  [1 (1 ps;rn a)(1 pr;dn a)]

+ E[Tn]

: (4.10)
The recursive representation of the cost function makes the future step of the optimization
process independent from its past step, which is the foundation of dynamic programming.
Thus, the problem minJ(v) can be converted into a graph theory problem of nding the
shortest path in a directed acyclic graph (DAG) [90].
As an example of the shortest path algorithm, the path map for the case of z = 2 is
shown in Figure 4.3. There are total I stages, each stage corresponding to each summary
frame. At each stage, there are jV j nodes where jV j is the cardinality of V corresponding
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to the whole decision variable space, i.e., jV j = jkjjQsnjjQrnj. The weight hx;yn on each edge
from node vxn 1 to v
y
n corresponds to the incremental cost value when the nth summary
frame gn and its concise version g
r
n are processed by the yth option of vn given that gn 1
and grn 1 is processed by the xth option of vn 1. h
x;y
n is equal to the sum of the second and
the third terms of the right hand side of (4.10). Hn(v
y
n) refers to the minimum cost value
for up to the nth summary frames when the nth summary frame is processed by the yth
option of vn. With the path map, the shortest path algorithm is to nd a path which has
the minimum total cost value from the point \start" to \end".
For the search of , it is well known that when  sweeps from zero to innity, the
solution to problem v = arg minV J(v) traces out the convex hull of the distortion delay
curve, which is a non-increasing function. Hence  can be obtained via a convex recursion
in  using a bisection algorithm [42].
4.4.2 Implementation Considerations
The computational complexity of the above algorithm is O(IjV jz+1) (jV j is the cardinality
of V ), which depends on the values of z and jV j. For most cases in video summarization
applications, z is a small number, so the algorithm is much more ecient than an exhaustive
search algorithm which has exponential computational complexity. On the other hand, the
complexity can also be decreased by reducing the cardinality of V . Thus, the practical
solution would be an engineering decision and tradeo between the computational capability
and the optimality of a solution. It is also worth mentioning the frequency to perform
the algorithm can be only once or very slow if node mobility is low. For convergence in
searching , the convergence speed depends on the required accuracy of . To speed up
the convergence, the fast convex search present in [90] can be used to nd .
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Table 4.1 : Simulation parameter values
Parameter Optional values
Power allocation factor: k 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1
QP at the source: 10, 13, 16, 19, 22, 25, 28, 31, 34
QP at the relay: 10, 13, 16, 19, 22, 25, 28, 31, 34
Scaling rate at the relay: 176x144, 96x80, 64x48
Truncating rate at the relay: 1, 4, 8, 16
Noise power level: 2 2  10 10 Watt
Bandwidth: W 400kHz
Total power limit: P0 1 Watt
Video frame rates (fps): 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, 50
Total delay limit: Tbudget (seconds): 7.5, 5, 3.75, 2.5, 1.875, 1.5
Source node location: (0, 0)
Relay node location: (x, y)
Destination node location: (50m, 0)
Pass-loss model constant: K -31.54 dB
Pass-loss exponent:  4
4.5 Experimental Results
Experiments were carried out to evaluate the performance of the proposed DPF scheme by
using H.264/AVC JM 12.2. The video sequence \Glasgow" (QCIF) was adopted as the test
clip. The rst 750 frames of the \Glasgow" sequence were summarized into 75 frames. The
video summary was intra-coded for each summary frame due to the less correlation between
its neighboring frames. We considered the quantization step size (QP) as the tunable video
coding parameter at the source node, and QP and the scaling rate as well as the truncating
rate of the DCT coecients as the adjustable video processing parameters at the relay node.
Table 4.1 shows the simulation setups.
The locations of s, r, and d are denoted by their planimetric rectangular coordinates. To
simulate channel coecients such as Gs;d, we used a simplied path loss model G = K(d) 
where K is a unitless constant that depends on the antenna characteristics and the average
channel attenuation, d is the distance between transmitter and receiver and  is the pass-
loss exponent. In our experiments, the 75-frame video summary were transmitted with
dierent video frame rates [10; 15; 20; 30; 40; 50] fps. Therefore, the delay budget Tbudget are
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Figure 4.4 : Performance of the proposed DPF scheme for video summary delivery over
cooperative wireless networks.
[7:5; 5; 3:75; 2:5; 1:875; 1:5] seconds. We compared the performance of the proposed DPF
scheme with those of other three conventional transmission schemes: DT, DF, and MT. For
fair comparisons, the video coding parameters Qs at the source in these three schemes were
also optimized.
Figure 4.4(a) shows the comparison of the received video quality measured by peak
signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), using dierent transmission schemes. The location of r is
(25m, 25m). It is observed that the proposed scheme always has signicant performance
gains over the other three schemes for dierent values of Tbudget. Specically, our proposed
scheme obtains a 23 dB of performance gain over DF, and a 67 dB of performance gain
over DT. This indicates that the proposed scheme not only exploits the path diversity of
fading channels in cooperative communications, but also employs the resource allocation
adaptation achieved by the exible video processing capabilities of the relay.
Figure 4.4(b) shows the performance of the proposed scheme with dierent power allo-
cations between s and r. The relay location is (25m, 25m) and the total transmission power
is 1 watt. It shows that the optimal performance under dierent Tbudget is achieved when
on average 60% (k = 0:6) of the total available power is allocated to the source node. This
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Figure 4.5 : Comparison of the received video quality generated by dierent transmission
schemes.
means that excessive power consumption by the source or relay will not bring a signicant
distortion performance improvement. Therefore, the optimal power allocation between s
and r needs to be performed to achieve a signicant performance gain with the proposed
DPF scheme.
To illustrate the perceptual video quality delivered by dierent transmission schemes,
we plot a sample video frame from the original video of \Glasgow" in Figure 4.5(a) and
compare it with the reconstructed video frames obtained by using the proposed DPF scheme
(Figure 4.5(b)), the DF scheme (Figure 4.5(c)), the MT scheme (Figure 4.5(d)), and the DT
scheme (Figure 4.5(e)), respectively. Here, Tbudget is 3.75 seconds. It can be observed that
the frame under the proposed DPF transmission scheme has a visual quality very close to
the original frame, while the frames under the other three schemes are considerably blurry.
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4.6 Summary
In this chapter, a novel video cooperative communication scheme has been proposed with
considerations of the unique feature of videos. A summary of summary video processing
model is used in the relay node to enhance the video transmission eciency. A cross-layer
optimization framework for video summary transmission over cooperative wireless networks
has been proposed. Theoretical analysis indicates that the proposed framework takes ad-
vantage of the inherent cooperative nature of wireless networks, as well as considers the
characteristics of video summarization. A DP-based approach was developed to obtain the
optimal solution of the cross-layer optimization problem. It is the rst cross-layer optimiza-
tion framework for video summary transmission over cooperative wireless networks. The ex-
perimental results show that compared with both existing cooperative and non-cooperative
transmission scheme in the literature, the proposed scheme can achieve signicant improve-
ments regarding the received video quality.
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Chapter 5
Interaction Measure and Sensitivity Analysis in Cross-Layer
Design
5.1 Introduction
In recent years, cross-layer design has been thought as one of the most eective and ecient
ways to provide quality of service (QoS) over various communication networks [13, 104,
105], especially over wireless multimedia networks, in which the physical nature of the
transmission medium poses a series of design challenges on wireless multimedia system
design such as limited bandwidth, fading, and interference. In general, the basic idea
of cross-layer design is to fully utilize the interactions among design variables residing in
dierent network functional entities (such as layers in the network protocol stack) to achieve
the optimal system performance under complex dynamic environment. So far, numerous
cross-layer design schemes with dierent design objectives have been developed by using
various design optimization methods [6, 21, 23, 27, 28, 42, 49, 77, 106{116]. For a concise
and consistent presentation, in this chapter, we will adopt \design variables" and \design
objective" to have the same meanings as \system parameters" and \system performance",
respectively.
However, it has been shown that most current research on cross-layer design has been
carried out in various piecemeal approaches [117], in which cross-layer solutions simply
assemble several network layers together. Piecemeal approaches may cause so-called design
paradoxes such as the Ellsberg Paradox [30], in which each individual design variable residing
at certain network layer makes the \best" decision to maximize the design objective at the
local scope, but the overall system performance may be worse than that of not doing any
optimization. Therefore, the phenomenon of a design paradox such as the Ellsberg Paradox
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tells us that breaking a big problem into multiple small problems can only increase the
solvability of the original problem but cannot guarantee the optimality of solving the original
problem due to the tightly-coupled interactions among design variables. Furthermore, the
appearance of a design paradox also indicates that the traditional additive measure methods
such as probability measure may no longer hold in the context of cross-layer design due
to the existence of various uncertainties and the lack of enough statistics during short-
term observation intervals. Moreover, existing cross-layer solutions assume that the more
design variables are considered, the system performance will be better. However, more
does not necessarily mean better. Sometimes cross-layer design may lead to \spaghetti"
design [118], damaging the modularity and the generality of the original system. Therefore,
we conclude that all aforementioned problems in the area of cross-layer design are caused
by lack of a methodological foundation to gain in-depth understanding of complex cross-
layer behaviors such as temporal-spatial behavior and multi-scale behavior, which will be
discussed in Section 5.2.1.
To gain fundamental understanding of cross-layer behaviors, a quantitative measure of
various interactions among design variables on the design objective is very crucial. So
far, there has been research done on interaction modeling in the context of cross-layer
design, but most current research is qualitative and piecemeal rather than quantitative and
systematic. Barrett et al. [32, 33] adopted experimental design and statistical analysis to
characterize the interaction between routing and MAC protocols in ad-hoc networks. [34]
proposed to model protocol interactions as optimization problems. The protocol interactions
of ad hoc networks were studied by using statistical design of experiments [35] and response
surface methodology [36]. [31] gave a comprehensive review on the formal methods in cross-
layer modeling and optimization of wireless networks. [37] proposed a quantitative study
of cross-layer performance optimization for Voice over WiFi communications based on a
formal framework outlined in [38]. In [39], a metamodeling approach was introduced to
study cross-layer scheduling in wireless local area networks. Although in literature cross-
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layer architecture and cross-layer interaction modeling were studied, research is still needed
to provide a theoretical formulation and quantitative analysis on cross-layer design issues,
which will be crucial to avoid design pitfalls in existing design and provide design insights
for future design.
In this work, we dene a new concept, namely the interaction measure, based on the non-
additive measure theory. Then, we propose a theoretical framework based on the nonlinear
integral and non-additive measure to quantify various interactions among design variables
of cross-layer design. The main contributions of this chapter are: 1) the concept of the inter-
action measure is proposed to quantitatively measure interactions among design variables
towards to the design objective; 2) a nonlinear multivariate regression model for the inter-
action measure based on network management data is developed; 3) a sensitivity analysis
algorithm based on quantitative interaction measure for both commensurable and incom-
mensurable datasets is proposed; and 4) the proposed theoretical framework is validated
through a case study on cross-layer optimized wireless multimedia communications.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.2, we give the denition of
the interaction measure and introduce the quantitative model of the interaction measure
in cross-layer design. Section 5.3 describes dierent methods of sensitivity analysis based
on quantitative interaction measure. In Section 5.4, a case study on cross-layer optimized
wireless multimedia communications is conducted to illustrate the major cross-layer design
tradeos and to validate the proposed framework. Finally, we conclude the chapter in
Section 5.5.
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5.2 The Proposed Theoretical Framework for Quantitative Interaction
Measure
5.2.1 Problem Description
Without loss of generality, let X = fx1; x2; : : : ; xNg be a set of design variables residing in
dierent network layers. Let Y be the performance metric of interest (the design objective
function) of cross-layer design, which is a nonlinear function of fx1; x2; : : : ; xNg. In contrast
with the layering paradigm where design variables of a layer can only interact with the design
variables of neighboring layers, cross-layer design allows coordination, interaction and joint
optimization of design variables crossing dierent layers to maximize the design objective
function. A general cross-layer optimization problem can be formulated as
maximize Y (x1; x2; : : : ; xN )
subject to : hm  0;where m 2 f1; 2; : : : ;Mg: (5.1)
Here, h1 to hM are M design constraints, which may be posed by network resource limita-
tions, QoS requirements, and upper and lower bounds of design variables. Design constraints
set a bound on the best achievable design performance.
Temporal-Spatial Behaviors of Cross-Layer Design
Communication networks are dynamic complex systems due to the existence of uncertainty
and nonlinearity. Essentially, cross-layer optimization can be modeled as a continuous mul-
tivariate variational problem, in which both states and constraints are functionals. Solv-
ing a variational problem might be dicult to derive closed-form solutions, especially to
high-dimensional variational problems, due to excessive computation overhead of partial
dierential equation (PDE) and performance sensitivity on boundary conditions. In fact,
there is no theory to guarantee the existence of closed-form results on nonlinear multidi-
mensional variational problems under various boundary conditions. In cross-layer design,
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boundary conditions are the value range of each design variable. Cross-layer design can be
further complicated by time-varying optimization constraints. As a result, in practice, only
a set of discrete operating points of each design variable is considered. Therefore, when
approximating continuous multidimensional variational problems by using discrete models
under dynamic environment, we need to fully understand the temporal-spatial behaviors in
cross-layer design.
In general, temporal-spatial behaviors refer to various design tradeos in the selection of
the operating points of design variables in terms of temporal and spatial scales. In dynamic
environment, temporal and spatial scales are time-varying, leading to a multiscale system.
For example, network events occur at multiple temporal scales - packets are transmitted in
microseconds, medium access occurs in milliseconds, routing tables are updated in seconds
or minutes, and network topology changes in days or months. The temporal scaling feature
makes it very challenging to choose the optimal adaptation interval in cross-layer optimiza-
tion. Similarly, spatial scaling issues can be found in cross-layer optimization, since many
control variables in cross-layer optimization are continuous, such as power and signal-to-
interference-noise ratio (SINR), which have to be discretized into a set of operating points
(preselected values) to reduce the possible excessive computational and storage overhead.
To illustrate the temporal-spatial behaviors of cross-layer design, we develop a dynamic
programming structure, as shown in Figure 5.1, since dynamic programming is the only
exact method for global optimization over time with nonlinearities and random distur-
bances [119]. In Figure 5.1, assume that a variational problem is optimized over time
period T , which can be approximated by using M -stage dynamic programming [120] where
ti = 0; ; 2; 3; : : : ; k; : : : ;M and i = 1; 2;    . Here, a fundamental question of this
discretization process is how to choose the temporal scale  to achieve the optimal design
tradeo between computational complexity and approximation accuracy. Moreover, the se-
lection of T is important to the performance of cross-layer design, which is closely related to
the signaling mechanism in terms of the feedback delay caused by the underlying network.
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Figure 5.1 : The illustration of temporal-spatial behaviors of cross-layer design by using
dynamic programming. The horizonal axis shows the temporal adaptation in cross-layer
design, where T is the adaptation interval and  is the temporal resolution. The vertical
axis shows the spatial adaptation, where the continuous values of the design variables are
coarsely or nely discretized, resulting in dierent sets of operating points with dierent
discretization levels.
As we mentioned earlier, in dynamic systems, many design variables are continuous. To
achieve a feasible implementation, each of these continuous variables has to be discretized
into a set of preselected operating points, such as quantization parameters built in H.264
video codec [1], multiple modulation and coding schemes specied by the IEEE 802.16 phys-
ical layer [10], and various choices of packet length supported in multiple network layers.
Therefore, a continuous state space will turn into a discrete state space. Furthermore, as
shown in Figure 5.1, to achieve the best system performance, design variables are dynami-
cally adjusted within the preselected set of discretized operating points in dierent temporal
and spatial scales.
To build an accurate cross-layer design model and to achieve the optimal performance of
cross-layer design, we need to understand major interactions among design variables. There-
fore, quantitative interaction measure and sensitivity analysis become the most important
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issues in cross-layer design.
Challenges in Sensitivity Analysis of Cross-Layer Design
To gain an in-depth understanding of the aforementioned temporal-spatial behaviors and
to achieve the optimal system performance of cross-layer design, we need to evaluate the
contribution made by design variables X = fx1; x2; : : : ; xNg and their interactions on the
design objective function Y . However, to that end, we have to overcome several challenges.
First, the design objective function is a nonlinear function of design variables, meaning that
it is not easy to derive a close-form expression for nonlinear optimization. Second, various
interactions among design variables may signicantly aect the performance of cross-layer
design. Third, it is very dicult to characterize the interactions among design variables
due to uncertainty and randomness existing in cross-layer design. To gain an in-depth
understanding of cross-layer design, it is highly desirable to quantitatively measure the
contribution of each subset of design variables in X.
5.2.2 Interaction Measure
In this work, we give the denition of the interaction measure on X to quantitatively
evaluate interactions among the design variables in each subset of X, based on non-additive
measure theory [121].
Denition 1
The interaction measure on X is dened as a set function  : P(X)  ! R with a constraint
(?) = 0, where P(X) is the power set of X, and R is the real domain.
Note that we have relaxed the following two traditional restrictions in non-additive
measure theory on the interaction measure: (i) the co-domain of the set function  is R
instead of R+; (ii) the monotonicity, A  B  X implies (A)  (B), is unnecessary.
These relaxations are based on the observations that design variables may negatively aect
the design objective in a given cross-layer design. The unique feature of the interaction
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measure dened above is that it can express interactions among design variables being
aggregated in a more exible and accurate manner. Recall that N is the number of design
variables in cross-layer design. Then, given a positive integer k < 2N , let kNkN 1    kn    k1
represent the binary representation of k, and kn represent the number in the nth bit. Denote
X 0k as a subset of variables in X such that X
0
k =
S
kn=1
fxng. Hence, X 0k 2 P(X), where P(X)
is the power set of X. For simplicity, we use k to denote (X
0
k).
From the viewpoint of cross-layer design, the interaction measure (X 0k) can also be
regarded as the signicance measure [41] of each design variable set X 0k on the cross-layer
design objective. The sign of (X 0k) indicates the positive or negative eect of increasing the
values of the design variables in X 0k on the design objective Y . In particular, the positive
sign of (X 0k) indicates that increasing the values of the variables in X
0
k will increase Y ,
and vice versa. Likewise, the negative sign of (X 0k) indicates that increasing the values
of the variables in X 0k will reduce Y , and vice visa. The absolute value of (X
0
k) indicates
the signicance of set (X 0k). A large j(X 0k)j suggests that the design objective Y is more
sensitive to the change of the variables in X 0k.
The concept of the interaction measure can be explained by Figure 5.2, which shows that
in a given cross-layer design with three design variables,X = fx1; x2; x3g, dierent subsets of
design variables belonging toX may have dierent contributions to the design objective. For
instance, as shown in Figure 5.2, 7 refers to the interaction among parameters fx3; x2; x1g,
while 1 refers to the signicance of parameter fx1g to the design objective.
In non-additive measure theory, a measure is dened as additive if (A [B) = (A) +
(B), wherever A  X, B  X, and A \ B = ?. For the method of the interaction
measure dened above, due to the complicated interdependency among dierent design
variables with various uncertainties in communication networks, the interaction measure
for most of cross-layer systems is non-additive. The non-additive interaction measure can
be observed from Figure 5.2, where 1(fx1g) + 4(fx3g) 6= 5(fx3; x1g), meaning that the
joint contribution of design variables fx3; x1g to the design objective is not equal to the
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Figure 5.2 : Illustration of the proposed interaction measure of a cross-layer design system
with three design variables x1, x2, and x3.
sum of the individual contributions made by fx3g and fx1g.
Denition 2
The interaction between variable sets A and B is called positive interaction if j(A[B)j >
maxfj(A)j; j(B)jg where A  X, B  X, and A \ B = ?. Similarly, if j(A [ B)j <
maxfj(A)j; j(B)jg it is called negative interaction.
The positive interaction among the design variables in X 0k implies that the joint op-
timization of these design variables brings more signicant eect on the design objective
than the optimization of each individual design variable. Similarly, the negative interac-
tion among the design variables in X 0k implies that the joint optimization of these design
variables brings less signicant eect on the design objective than the optimization of each
individual design variable. The goal of cross-layer design is to determine and take advantage
of the positive interaction (X 0k). If the design objective Y needs to be maximized as in
(5.1), we should increase the values of the variables in X 0k when (X
0
k) has a positive sign,
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or decrease the values of the variables in X 0k when (X
0
k) has a negative sign. On the other
hand, if the design objective Y needs to be minimized, we should decrease the values of the
variables in X 0k when (X
0
k) has a positive sign, or increase the values of the variables in
X 0k when (X
0
k) has a negative sign.
5.2.3 The Proposed Non-Linear Regression Model for the Interaction Measure
Based on the denition of the interaction measure, we propose a non-linear regression model
based on the non-additive measure theory for interaction measure. The unique feature of
this model is that the impact of interactions among design variables on the design objective
can be quantitatively measured through a nonlinear integral, namely the Choquet integral.
Choquet Integral
Before we go further, a brief introduction of the Choquet integral is necessary. The Choquet
integral [122] is a generalization of the Lebesgue integral, dened over a set of non-additive
measures (a.k.a. fuzzy measures). Let A = fa1; a2;    ; aNg be a set of attributes, f(a) be
the observed or partially evaluated value on each attribute a 2 A, f be a tuple of observed
or partially evaluated values on A, and z be an objective. The linear/additive multivariate
regression model is traditionally represented as a weighted sum z =
P
a2Awaf(a), where
the weight wa is also regarded as a Lebesgue measure w on a singleton fag, since the linear
model is equivalent to a Lebesgue integral z = (L)
R
A fdw. The Choquet integral model
breaks the restriction that the combined contribution of fai; ajg towards to the objective z is
the weighted sum of their respective contributions. Instead, it uses a non-additive measure
v, which is dened over the power set of A, and the Choquet integral, z = (C) RA fdv.
Therefore, it is more powerful than the Lebesgue integral model since the non-additive
measure v considers the interaction among attributes towards to the objective. In such a
setting, v(fai; ajg) may not be a linear sum of v(faig) and v(fajg); the Lebesgue integral
model thus becomes a special case of the Choquet integral model where the linear sum
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equation holds.
The Nonlinear Multivariate Regression Model
To calculate the interaction measure k as dened in Section 5.2.2, we introduce a new non-
linear multivariate statistical regression model based on the aforementioned Choquet inte-
gral. For a given cross-layer design problem (5.1), the design variables X can be considered
as the attributes A of the Choquet integral, while the design objective Y is corresponding
to the objective z in the Choquet integral. The proposed nonlinear model of the interaction
measure is described as follows.
Assume that the observed data under cross-layer design constraints in (5.1) consists of
Q observations of fx1; x2; : : : ; xNg and Y as
x1 x2    xN Y
f11 f12    f1N y1
f21 f22    f2N y2
...
...
...
...
...
fq1 fq2    fqN yq
...
...
...
...
...
fQ1 fQ2    fQN yQ
(5.2)
where each row is an observation of design variables fx1; x2; : : : ; xNg and the design ob-
jective Y . The observation of fx1; x2; : : : ; xNg can be regarded as a nonlinear function
f : X ! ( 1;+1); hence the qth observation of fx1; x2; : : : ; xNg is denoted by fq and
fqn = fq(xn), where 1  n  N and 1  q  Q.
As dened in Section 5.2.2, interactions among the design variables X towards to the
design objective Y is described by a set function  dened on the power set of X satisfying
the condition of vanishing at the empty set, i.e.,  : P (X) ! ( 1;+1) with (;) = 0,
where the set function  is a non-additive measure. Based on the Choquet integral, the
relationship between the design objective Y and the interaction measure  can be described
by a new nonlinear multivariate regression model [124]:
Y = e+
Z
(c)
fd+N(0; 2); (5.5)
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Algorithm 1:
1. Construct the Q(2N+1) augmented matrix Z = [zqk] as follows.
zq0 = 1
zqk =
(
min
kn=1
(fqn) max
kn=0
(fqn) : if it is > 0
0 : otherwise
zq2N = yq (5.3)
where k = 1; 2; : : : ; 2N   1 and q = 1; 2; : : : ; Q.
2. Find the least-square solution to the linear equations hav-
ing the above augmented matrix for unknown variables
e; 1; 2;    ; 2N 1. The standard approach can be found from
textbooks covering the least-square and augment matrix [123].
3. The regression residual error ^2 can be calculated by:
^2 =
1
Q
QX
q=1
(yq   e 
2N 1X
k=1
zqkk)
2: (5.4)
Figure 5.3 : The algorithm to calculate the interaction measure k in cross-layer design.
where e is a regression constant,
R
(c) is the Choquet integral, f is an observation of
fx1; x2; : : : ; xNg, N(0; 2) is a normally distributed random perturbation with expectation
0 and variance 2, and 2 is the regression residual error.
Given the observation data, the optimal regression coecients  can be determined by
using the least square method in order to make 2 minimal. Recall that we use k to
denote (X 0k) where X
0
k is a subset of X, i.e. X
0
k 2 P(X). The method to determine
k(k = 1; 2;    ; 2N   1) has been described by Algorithm 1 as shown in Figure 5.3 [40].
Once k has been determined, we can identify which subset of design variables has
the most signicant impact on the design objective. So we can further ne-tune those
design variables to improve the system performance under the current system and network
conditions.
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5.3 The Proposed Theoretical Framework for Sensitivity Analysis with
Incommensurable Observation Data
So far, we have introduced a theoretical framework on the quantitative interaction measure
in cross-layer design, where the signicance of each subset of design variables is calculated in
terms of their contributions on the design objective function. However, it is also important
to quantify how sensitive the design objective function will be when design variables change.
Figure 5.4 shows the performance sensitivity of the design objective Y with dierent design
variables x1 and x2. As shown in Figure 5.4(a), the design objective Y is assumed to
be a binary function of two design variables x1 and x2. If we observe the function in the
coordinate systems (Y vs. x1) in Figure 5.4(b) and (Y vs. x2) in Figure 5.4(c), respectively,
we nd that the performance of Y is more sensitive to x2 than to x1, i.e.,
Y
x1
<< Yx2 .
In cross-layer design, it is very important to capture such sensitivity features, not only for
selecting a proper operating point of a design variable, but also for determining which subset
of design variables should be adjusted to obtain the optimal design performance under a
given set of network conditions.
Furthermore, for commensurable datasets, the theoretical framework on the quantitative
interaction measure introduced in Section 5.2.3 can directly give the signicance of each
design variable on the design objective. However, in many cases, design variables are residing
in dierent network layers and are incommensurable. In other words, these design variables
are of dierent units, making it extremely dicult to directly apply the proposed framework
of the interaction measure for sensitivity analysis.
In order to overcome the incommensurability problem, a new data preprocessing proce-
dure was introduced in [41], where all observations of design variables were rst normalized
by their minimum values, and then data tting was applied to nd the best-possible nonlin-
ear relations between the normalized observations of both the design objective and design
variables. However, normalizing the multidimensional observation data does not consider
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Figure 5.4 : Illustration of dierent sensitivity of the performance of design objective Y to
dierent design variables x1 and x2. Here
Y
x1
<< Yx2 .
the possible dierence on the dynamic range of design variables. For example, assume that
a cross-layer scheme is designed to enhance the link adaptation of wireless networks by
jointly adjusting the Modulation and Coding scheme (MCS) [64] of the physical layer and
the packet size of the data link layer. Also, assume that the collected operating points of
the MCS are Bit Error Rate (BER), say, (10 2; 10 3; 10 4; 10 5; 10 6), and the collected
operating points of the packet size are (300; 600; 900; 1200; 1500) bytes. Then, if the nor-
malization method proposed in [41] is applied to the above observations, the normalized
values will be (104; 103; 102; 10; 1) and (1; 2; 3; 4; 5). Thus, there still exists a big dierence
in the order of magnitude between the two normalized value sets, which makes it infeasible
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for an accurate calculation of the interaction between MCS and packet size.
In this work, we propose a derivative-based method, in which the derivatives of the
design objective with respect to design variables are used to analyze interactions among
and perform sensitivity analysis on design variables. The derivatives are calculated by data
tting observations and by carrying out functional analysis. Additionally, we also propose
a pseudo-derivative-based method for those scenarios where the derivatives of the design
objective with respect to design variables are not easy to be acquired directly through data
tting.
5.3.1 Derivative-Based Sensitivity Analysis
From the standpoint of system analysis, the sensitivity of system response can be captured
by using partial derivatives of the system output (design objective function) Y with respect
to the system parameters (design variables) xn, i.e.,
@Y (X)
@xn
. However, in many cases, it is
not feasible to derive an analytical expression of the design objective function Y (X) between
the system output Y and the system input X. Therefore, in this work, we will estimate the
relation between Y and each of fx1; x2;    ; xNg by using the observations of Y and the
system parameters fx1; x2;    ; xNg.
Let xn and y be the observation vectors of Q data observations of design variable xn and
design objective Y , respectively, i.e., xn := fx1n; x2n;    ; xQng and y := fy1; y2;    ; yQg.
Figure 5.5 depicts the derivative calculation of design objective Y with respect to design
variable xn, given the observation vectors xn and y. In particular, Yn can be constructed
to describe the relation between xn and Y by data tting the corresponding observations
xn and y.
Here, one question arising from data tting is how to choose the right type of tting
function (e.g., polynomial, exponential, logarithmic, or other functions). In cross-layer de-
sign, one observed value of design variable xn may correspond to multiple dierent observed
values of design objective Y due to interactions with other design variables fx1, x2,    ,
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Figure 5.5 : Illustration of the derivative calculation of the design objective Y with respect
to the design variable xn by using the observation vectors xn and y.
xn 1, xn+1,    , xNg. To describe the one-to-multiple mapping between design variable xn
and design objective Y , data tting is performed on the data-set xn and y by using the
rational function (y) in the form of
xn = (y) =
cuy
u + cu 1yu 1+;    ;+c1y + c0
dvyv + dv 1yv 1+;    ;+d1y + d0 : (5.6)
The selection of order u and v in Equation (5.6) depends on the desired accuracy of approxi-
mation and acceptable computational complexity for a given cross-layer design. Meanwhile,
the selection of u and v also determines the degree  of function (y) as  = maxfu; vg.
The coecients fcu; cu 1;    ; c0g and fdv; dv 1;    ; d0g can be determined by solving a
least-square problem. Note that in this chapter without losing generality, we adopt rational
functions. Similar results can be derived when other tting functions such as B-splines [125]
and P-spline [126] are adopted.
With the derived polynomial coecients fcu; cu 1;    ; c0g and fdv; dv 1;    ; d0g, Equa-
tion (5.6) can be solved in terms of the analytical expression of y, which provides the inverse
function of polynomial (y). However, if the degree of (y) is , Equation (5.6) may have 
dierent roots in y. Let G(xn) denote the set of  roots as G(xn) := fgs(xn)j1  s   and s 2
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Algorithm 2:
1. For design variable xn, perform data tting based on the observa-
tions xn and y, and determine the optimal tting function Yn.
2. Calculate the derivative @Yn@xn jx=xqn .
3. Apply Algorithm 1 to the derivatives by substituting @Yn@xn jx=xqn for
fqn to calculate e; 1; 2;    ; 2N 1
Figure 5.6 : The algorithm for sensitivity analysis by using the derivative-based method.
Ng. Dene gsn as the output vector of function gs(xn) on the input value xn. In order to de-
rive the optimal data tting function based on data points f(x1n; y1); (x2n; y2);    ; (xQn; yQ)g,
the Euclidean norm of the vector dierence (gsn y) is calculated. Thus, the function gs(xn)
can be determined as
Yn := g

s(xn) = arg minG(xn)
kgsn   yk2: (5.7)
The optimal tting function Yn characterizes the relationship between design variable xn
and design objective Y .
After deriving all tting functions fY1; Y2;    ; YNg of design variables fx1; x2;    ; xNg,
the derivatives of these functions with respect to xn can be calculated, and the following
data structure can be developed:
x1 x2    xN Y
@Y1
@x1
jx=x11 @Y2@x2 jx=x12   
@YN
@xN
jx=x1N y1
@Y1
@x1
jx=x21 @Y2@x2 jx=x22   
@YN
@xN
jx=x2N y2
...
...
...
...
...
@Y1
@x1
jx=xq1 @Y2@x2 jx=xq2   
@YN
@xN
jx=xqN yq
...
...
...
...
...
@Y1
@x1
jx=xQ1 @Y2@x2 jx=xQ2   
@YN
@xN
jx=xQN yQ:
(5.8)
With these derivatives, e; 1; 2;    ; 2N 1 can be determined by using Algorithm 1. The
complete derivative-based method is summarized as Algorithm 2 in Figure 5.6.
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Note that by using the derivatives of design objective over design variables, the calcu-
lated 1; 2;    ; 2N 1 by Algorithm 2 can not only explain the interactions among dierent
sets of design variables, but also can analyze the sensitivity of the design objective with
respect to the changes of design variables.
5.3.2 Pseudo-Derivative-based Sensitivity Analysis
The proposed derivative-based sensitivity analysis is eective when explicit or well-approximated
functional relations between design objective Y and design variables X by data tting are
available. However, for some cross-layer design, data tting may not be a feasible solution
due to swarm patterns in the observed data. To overcome this problem, two pseudo-
derivative-based methods are proposed for swarm observation patterns.
Dense Swarms of Observations
In some scenarios of cross-layer design, for some observations of design variable xn, the
variation of design objective Y may be relatively small due to interactions with other design
variables. Such observations are dened as dense swarms of observations as illustrated
in Figure 5.7. Let yq0n and xq0n be the mean values of the observations of Y and xn,
corresponding to the q0th data swarm. The method to obtain the interaction measure
among design variables can be summarized as Algorithm 3 in Figure 5.8.
Note that various statistical models can be considered in data tting, such as linear
(e.g., a+bx), quadratic (e.g., a+bx+cx2), logarithmic (e.g., a+b log(x+c)), and combined
(e.g., expa+bx+c). The data tting accuracy can be calculated by comparing the resulting
mean square deviations, and a smaller mean square deviation indicates a more accurate
data tting.
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Figure 5.7 : The dense swarms of observations of design objective Y and design variable
xn.
Algorithm 3:
1. For each data swarm q0(q0 = 1; 2;    ; Q0), calculate the mean val-
ues yq0n and xq0n of the observations of both design objective Y
and design variable xn in the data swarm, respectively.
2. Perform data tting on the data sets fy1n,y2n,    ; yq0n,   ; yQ0ng
and fx1n,x2n,    ; xq0n,   ; xQ0ng to obtain the functional rela-
tionship Y = f(xn).
3. With the function Y = f(xn), calculate the derivative
@Y
@xn

xn=xq0n
.
4. Apply Algorithm 1 to the derivatives by substituting @Y@xn

xn=xq0n
,
n = 1; 2;    ; N for fqn to calculate e; 1; 2;    ; 2N 1.
Figure 5.8 : The algorithm for sensitivity analysis in cross-layer design with dense swarms
of observations of design objective Y and design variables x1, x2,    , xN .
Sparse Swarms of Observations
Compared with the dense swarms of observations, for some observations of design variable
xn, the variation of design objective Y may be relatively large due to interactions with
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Figure 5.9 : The sparse swarms of observations of design objective Y and design variable
xn.
other design variables. Such observations are dened as sparse swarms of observations as
illustrated in Figure 5.9.
To ease the discussion, let xq0n be the mean value of the observations of xn in the q
0th
data swarm. In Figure 5.9, we observe that for the second data swarm adjusting design
variable xn in the neighboring area of x2n can only bring a small variation of the resulting
design objective. In other words, design objective Y is not sensitive to xn in the vicinity
of x2n. On the other hand, adjusting xn in the neighboring area of xQ0n can generate a
signicant variation of design objective Y , meaning that design objective Y is very sensitive
to xn in the vicinity of xQ0n. To capture the degree of deviation of Y at some value of xn,
the variance of Y and the mean of xn for each data swarm are calculated. The method to
derive the interactions among design variables can be summarized by Algorithm 4 in Figure
5.10.
The interaction measure f1; 2;    ; 2N 1g calculated by any of Algorithms 1 to 4 gives
the sensitivity of the design objective responding to the design variables. Moreover, with
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Algorithm 4:
1. Calculate the variance byq0n of the observations of Y in each data
swarm q0 as byq0n = 1Nq0 PNq0p=1(yp   yq0n); calculate the mean value
xq0n of the observations of xn in each swarm q
0.
2. Apply Algorithm 1 to variances byq0n and means xq0n to calculate e,
1, 2,    ; 2N 1.
Figure 5.10 : The algorithm for sensitivity analysis in cross-layer design with sparse swarms
of observations of design objective Y and design variables x1, x2,    , xN .
the interaction measure i, we can identify the most important subset of design variables
to improve the design objective eectively.
5.4 A Case Study: Cross-Layer Optimized Multimedia Delivery over
Wireless Networks
In this section, we adopt cross-layer optimized wireless multimedia communications as a
case study to illustrate the major cross-layer design tradeos and validate the proposed
framework of interaction measure and sensitivity analysis. The study mainly consists of
two parts: 1) we will illustrate the design challenge of modeling and analyzing cross-layer
design tradeos under uncertainties such as temporal and spatial behaviors; 2) we will
present analytical and experimental results to validate the proposed sensitivity analysis
framework.
5.4.1 Experiment Environment
In the protocol stack of wireless multimedia, each layer has one or multiple key design vari-
ables which signicantly aect the overall design objective. For instance, at the application
layer, prediction mode and quantization parameter (QP) in video encoding are two critical
design variables [127]. At the data link layer, automatic repeat request (ARQ), media access
control protocols, and packetization are often used to maintain a low packet loss rate. At
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Figure 5.11 : The system model of the cross-layer optimized multimedia transmission over
wireless networks.
the physical layer, modulation and coding schemes (MCS) have been adopted to achieve a
good tradeo between transmission rate and transmission reliability.
In this case study, we investigate the real-time transmission of an individual video bit-
stream across a multi-hop 802.11a/e wireless network, in which contention-free access to
the medium provided by the HCF controlled channel access protocol (HCCA) [82] is as-
sumed. The system model for the cross-layer optimized multimedia transmission is shown
in Figure 5.11, where the expected received video quality is used as the design objective,
and the design variables include QP at the application layer and MCS at the physical layer.
It is assumed that the controller is able to acquire the corresponding system information,
such as the expected video distortion from the encoder and the network conditions from
lower layers by interacting with each layer. Besides the cross-layer optimization capability,
the controller is also assumed to be able to derive interactions among design variables and
perform sensitivity analysis based on the collected network data to improve the cross-layer
design.
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Table 5.1 : Operating points of the design variable MCS.
Scheme Modulation Coding Rate Spectral Eciency (bits/sym.)
1 BPSK 1/2 0.5
2 BPSK 3/4 0.75
3 QPSK 1/2 1
4 QPSK 3/4 1.5
5 16-QAM 1/2 2
6 16-QAM 3/4 3
7 64-QAM 2/3 4
8 64-QAM 3/4 4.5
In the latest H.264 standard, the allowed QP values are f0; 1; 2;    ; 51g. To achieve a
good tradeo between performance and computational complexity, without loss of general-
ity, in this work we choose f5; 7; 9;    ; 45g as the operating points of the design variable
QP. For another design variable MCS, without losing generality, the schemes in Table 5.1
specied in 802.11a networks are adopted as its operating points.
Let  = f1; 2;    ; Ig be the set of I packets that compose the current video frame
to be transmitted. Let E[Di] be the expected distortion of packet i. To provide a smooth
video display experience to end users, each frame is associated with a frame decoding
deadline T budget [26, 85]. T budget imposes a delay constraint on the transmission of each
packet composing the current frame as
IX
i=1
Ti  T budget; (5.9)
where Ti is the end-to-end delay of packet i transmitted from the sender to the receiver.
More details on how to calculate Ti can be found in [44].
Let sl denote the QP for the lth coding unit of the current frame and ai the MCS
for transmitting packet i. Here, the coding unit could be a video frame, a slice, or a
macroblock, depending on dierent adaptation time intervals, which will be explained in
more details in Section 5.4.2. Denote S and A as the sets of all operating points of sl and
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ai, respectively. We assume that jSj = S and jAj = A, where jSj is the cardinality of the set
S. Thus, the goal of cross-layer design is to nd the optimal operating point vector fsl; aig
such that the received video distortion is minimized under the constraint of packet delay
deadline, i.e.,
min
[sl2S;aiA]
IX
i=1
E[Di]
s:t: :
IX
i=1
Ti  T budget: (5.10)
The experiments are designed using H.264/AVC JM 12.2 [98]. We encode the Y-
component of the rst 150 frames of the QCIF video sequence \Foreman" at dierent
frame rates. More information on the experiment setting and the solution procedure can
be found in [43] and is omitted here to conserve space.
5.4.2 Illustration of Major Cross-Layer Design Tradeos
Impact of Temporal Behavior
In the case study, to understand the temporal behavior of cross-layer design, we will observe
how the selection of the temporal resolution  in cross-layer optimization can aect the re-
ceived video quality by jointly optimizing QP and MCS at the selected temporal resolution.
We consider the following three temporal resolutions of adaptation: frame, slice, and mac-
roblock. The temporal relation among frame, slice, and macroblock are depicted in Figure
5.12, where  represents the maximum number of slices of a frame and  is the maximum
number of macroblocks of a slice. As shown in Figure 5.12, the frame-level temporal reso-
lution is the coarsest temporal resolution while the macroblock-level temporal resolution is
the nest temporal resolution.
Figure 5.13 shows the comparison of the received video quality with three temporal
resolutions under dierent channel conditions, where the video frame rate is 30 frames per
second. It can be observed that ner temporal resolutions bring better video quality, due to
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Figure 5.13 : The comparison of the received video quality through optimizing QP and
MCS on dierent temporal resolutions of adaptation.
the fact that cross-layer design using ner temporal resolutions leads to ner quantization
of the manifold of the design objective function and reduces the sampling error in the
discretization process. However, cross-layer design using ner temporal resolutions will
introduce much higher computational complexity than that using coarser ones. Therefore,
proper selection of temporal resolution in cross-layer design is necessary to achieve a good
tradeo between the performance gain and the computational complexity.
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Figure 5.14 : The impact of SINR feedback delay on cross-layer optimized video transmission
with dierent video frame rates under dierent wireless channels.
Impact of Feedback Delay
We have evaluated the impact of feedback delay on the performance of cross-layer design
under dierent temporal resolutions. We have considered two types of wireless channels:
slow-fading channel and fast-fading channel. In the slow-fading channel, the channel SINR
is assumed to remain invariant when transmitting a group of video frames. In the fast-
fading channel, the channel SINR varies frame by frame but remains time-invariant when
transmitting a single video frame. A nite-state Markov channel model with dierent fading
speed [128] is used to simulate both the slow-fading and fast-fading channels.
Figure 5.14 shows the received video quality of cross-layer design with dierent video
frame rates and under dierent channel conditions. We observe that PSNR decreases with
the increase of video frame rate fr, especially for the cross-layer design using the frame-
level temporal resolution. This is because a larger video frame rate fr leads to a tighter
delay constraint to make video packets available at the receiver in time for playback. We
also observe that the cross-layer design using the frame-level temporal resolution has a big
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Figure 5.15 : The comparison of the received video quality of the cross-layer designs with
nely-discretized and coarsely-discretized QP operating point sets.
PSNR performance dierence over dierent channels, while the one using the slice-level
temporal resolution produces almost the same PSNR performance. This is because using
the frame-level temporal resolution will overlook the fast-fading channel, and the SINR
feedback adopted in cross-layer design cannot reect the true SINR values of the underlying
fast-fading channels due to the feedback delay. In contrast, when using the slice-level
temporal resolution, cross-layer design uses the true SINR values of the underlying fast-
fading channels, which brings better PSNR performance. However, it should be noted that
this better PSNR performance is achieved at the cost of a higher SINR feedback frequency.
Therefore, there is a design tradeo between the performance gain and the signaling cost
in cross-layer design.
Impact of Spatial Behavior
To illustrate the spatial behavior of cross-layer design, two operating point sets of the design
variable QP with dierent discretization levels are considered. One set has nely-discretized
QP values, denoted by S1 = f5; 7; 9;    ; 45g and jS1j = 21, and another set has coarsely-
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discretized QP values, denoted by S2 = f5; 10; 15;    ; 45g and jS2j = 9. Figure 5.15 shows
the comparison of the received video quality of the cross-layer design using the slice-level
temporal resolution. We nd that the cross-layer design using S1 brings better video quality
than that using S2. This is because nely-discretized QP set S1 provides more exibility
and adaptation to video coding than coarsely-discretized QP set S2. However, the cross-
layer design using S1 introduces much higher computational complexity than that using
S2. Therefore, proper selection of operating sets of design variables in cross-layer design is
necessary to achieve a good tradeo between the performance gain and the computational
complexity.
5.4.3 Validation of the Proposed Theoretical Framework
In the following, we will validate the proposed sensitivity analysis framework for cross-
layer design. The observations of the design variables QP and MCS are their operating
points, respectively. The observations of the design objective are the values of the distortion
corresponding to all of the possible operating point combinations of the two design variables.
Both good (SINR=30 dB) and bad (SINR=15 dB) channels are considered. Since there
are two design variables QP and MCS (denoted by s and a, respectively), we have three
interaction measures that are (fsg), (fag), (fs; ag). Based on the proposed framework of
sensitivity analysis in Section 5.3, the calculated interaction measures are shown in Table 5.2.
The sign of (X 0k) in Table 5.2 indicates whether the interaction among the design variables
in X 0k has a positive or negative eect on the received video distortion. In other words, the
positive sign of (Xk) indicates that increasing the values of the design variables in X
0
k can
increase the distortion, and vice versa. Likewise, the negative sign of (Xk) indicates that
the distortion will be reduced when increasing the values of the design variables in X 0k, and
vice versa.
To validate the proposed framework of interaction measure and sensitivity analysis, the
relations between PSNR and the design variables QP and MCS under dierent channels
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Table 5.2 : The calculated interaction measures of the design variables QP and MCS in the
case study.
SINR=30dB SINR=15dB
(fsg) 4.306 29.621
(fag) -0.311 -0.123
(fs; ag) 4.665 27.791
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Figure 5.16 : The received video quality with dierent operating points of both QP and
MCS under dierent channel conditions.
are plotted in Figures 5.16. The relations between PSNR and each design variable under
dierent channels are plotted in Figures 5.17 and 5.18.
The interaction measures (fsg), (fag), and (fs; ag) in Table 5.2 well match the
results as shown in Figures 5.16 to 5.18. In Table 5.2, under the good channel, j(fsg)j is
larger than j(fag)j, meaning that the received video quality is more sensitive to QP than
to MCS. As shown in Figure 5.17(a), all curves are sharply dropped, which means that
adjusting QP can signicantly aect the design performance. Compared with the relation
between QP and PSNR as shown in Figure 5.17(a), the relation between MCS and PSNR
as shown in Figure 5.17(b) does not change much, meaning that MCS is not sensitive or
not important to the design performance under the given network environment.
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Figure 5.17 : The received video quality with dierent operating points of both QP and
MCS under the good channel.
Under the scenario of bad channel, the design performance is more sensitive to QP than
to MCS. The relation between QP and PSNR as shown in Figure 5.18(a) contains several
convex curves, while the relation between MCS and PSNR as shown in Figure 5.18(b)
contains heavy tailed and even attened curves, meaning that the performance gain of
adjusting QP is much larger than adjusting MCS.
From the experimental results signicant positive interactions among design variables
can also be observed. For instance, under good channels, we can observe (fs; ag) >
(fsg) + (fag), meaning that under good channel conditions, the distortion performance
is more sensitive to the joint optimization of QP and MCS than to the individual optimiza-
tion of either variable. Furthermore, under either good or bad channels, we can observe
j(fs; ag)j > j(fag)j, which shows that the distortion performance is more sensitive to the
joint optimization of QP and MCS than to the individual optimization of MCS under all
channel conditions.
To illustrate the quality of the reconstructed videos, we show a sample video frame from
the original video in Figure 5.19(a) and compare it with the reconstructed video frames by
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Figure 5.18 : The received video quality with dierent operating points of both QP and
MCS under the bad channel.
jointly adjusting QP and MCS (Figure 5.19(b)), by only adjusting QP (Figure 5.19(c)) and
by only adjusting MCS (Figure 5.19(d)). When only adjusting QP, all the operating points
of QP are considered, and only an operating point of MCS with a median value in terms
of the spectral eciency in Table 5.1 is adopted. Similarly, when only adjusting MCS, all
the operating points of MCS are considered, and only an operating point of QP with a
median value in [5, 45] is used. When jointly adjusting QP and MCS, all the operating
points of QP and MCS are considered. We can observe that the frame derived by the joint
optimization of QP and MCS has a visual quality very close to the original frame and much
better than the frames in Figures 5.19(c) to 5.19(d) derived by the individual optimization
of one single design variable, which veries the inequality (fs; ag) > (fsg)+(fag) under
good channels in Table 5.2. Moreover, the frame derived by the individual optimization of
QP has a better visual quality than the one derived by the individual optimization of MCS,
which veries the inequality j(fsg)j > j(fag)j in Table 5.2.
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(a) The original (b) Adjusting QP and MCS
(c) Adjusting QP (d) Adjusting MCS
Figure 5.19 : Comparison of video frame quality.
5.5 Summary
One of the major challenges in cross-layer design is the lack of a theoretical foundation for
the interaction measure and sensitivity analysis to gain in-depth understanding of temporal
and spatial behaviors in cross-layer design. In this chapter, we have proposed a modeling
and analysis framework to quantitatively characterize various tradeos in cross-layer design.
A new concept called the interaction measure has been proposed to measure interaction
among design variables and their impacts on the design objective function. We have also
introduced a nonlinear multivariate regression model based on the non-additive measure
theory for quantitative interaction measure. Furthermore, based on the interaction measure
with incommensurable data sets, sensitivity analysis in cross-layer design has been studied.
The proposed theoretical framework has been illustrated through a case study based on
cross-layer optimized wireless multimedia communications. Extensive experiments have
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been carried out to demonstrate the major design tradeos of cross-layer design and validate
the proposed quantitative framework.
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Chapter 6
Summary and Future Work
6.1 Summary of Research Contributions
In this dissertation, we investigated the problem of quality-driven cross-layer optimized
wireless multimedia networking. The key contributions are as follows.
In chapter 2, we studied for the rst time cross-layer optimized video summary trans-
mission over single-hop wireless networks. Within a rate-distortion theoretical framework,
the source coding, allowable retransmission, and adaptive modulation and coding have been
jointly optimized, which reects the joint selection of parameters at the physical, data link
and application layers. The problem is formulated to achieve the best video quality and
content coverage of the received summary frames and to meet the delay constraint. The
problem is solved by using Lagrangian relaxation and dynamic programming. To evaluate
the performance of the proposed framework and validate the benet of our cross-layer de-
sign, we conducted extensive experiments by using H.264/AVC JM 10.2 and MATLAB. Our
experimental results indicate the eectiveness and eciency of the proposed optimization
framework, especially when the delay budget imposed by the upper layer applications is
small, where more than 10% distortion gain can be achieved. For the implementation of
our framework, we proposed a system controller, whose responsibility is to communicate
with each layer and dynamically determine the corresponding parameters that guarantee
the best output video quality, and then drive the application system to perform eciently.
In addition, the proposed framework is quite generic and exible for devices with various
storage and computational capabilities.
Compared to the existing systems, the novelty of this work is in twofold: rst, to our
knowledge, this is the rst cross-layer optimization framework proposed for the coding and
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transmission of video summary data; second, AMC and ARQ are jointly considered in
the cross-layer design, which acts a link adaptation scheme and gives the controller more
exibility in delivering the summary frames.
In Chapter 3, we extended our research for cross-layer optimized video communications
over multi-hop wireless networks. We proposed an application-centric routing framework for
real-time video transmission in multi-hop wireless networks. The multi-hop routing problem
is formulated as the minimization of the expected end-to-end video distortion constrained by
a predened video packet delay deadline imposed by the video playback streaming applica-
tion. To solve the problem, we developed a routing algorithm by utilizing the user-received
video quality as the routing metric. The received video quality is evaluated as the expected
end-to-end distortion. The expected distortion is accurately calculated in real-time at the
source node by taking all related parameters into account, such as source codec parameters
(e.g., quantization, packetization, and error concealment) and network parameters (e.g.,
throughput and delay). Queuing analysis was performed to ensure that the end-to-end
delay constraint is satised. Both theoretical and experimental results demonstrate that
the proposed quality-driven application-centric routing approach can achieve a superior
performance over existing network-centric routing approaches. In consideration of the im-
plementation of the proposed routing framework, we designed a cross-layer controller at the
source node to optimize the performance of the entire system. We have also evaluated the
computational complexity of the proposed framework, and pointed out that the framework
could be exibly adjusted to satisfy practical computational constraints.
The major contributions of this work are: 1) compared with the majority of video
streaming research with pre-encoded videos, our work integrates online video coding with
dynamic network routing path selection to achieve the best perceived video quality, and 2)
the proposed application-centric routing metric, i.e., the expected end-to-end video distor-
tion, is calculated on-the-y in the process of routing in multi-hop wireless networks.
In chapter 4, we addressed cross-layer optimized video summary delivery over coopera-
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tive wireless networks. The motivation is to fully exploit the advantages from cooperative
communication and from video summarization. In this work, a novel decode-process-and-
forward (DPF) scheme was proposed for video summary transmission, where a relay node
with video processing capability is involved to generate a concise version of the summary
frame, called summary of summary (SoS). The SoS information is eectively consumed by
the destination side to enhance its error concealment capability, leading to an improved
video reconstruction quality. We proposed a generic cross-layer optimization framework
for cooperative video summary transmission, which jointly considers the source coding, re-
lay processing parameters, power allocation between the source and relay nodes, and error
concealment strategy to achieve the best video quality. The problem is solved by using La-
grangian relaxation and dynamic programming (DP). Experimental results show that the
proposed scheme signicantly outperforms the direct transmission scheme, the multipath
scheme, and the decode-and-forward transmission scheme by up to 25%.
The novelty of this work is two-fold: it is the rst cross-layer optimization framework for
video summary transmission over cooperative wireless networks; the proposed cooperative
relay scheme as well as the SoS processing model plays a critical role in improving the
system performance of video summary transmission.
In chapter 5, we conducted a theoretical study of the methodology of cross-layer design
and optimization. We rst dened the concept of the interaction measure to quantita-
tively measure interactions among design variables towards to the design objective. Then,
we adopted a nonlinear multivariate regression model to calculate the interaction measure
based on network management data. To quantify how sensitive the design objective func-
tion will be when design variables change, a derivative-based sensitivity analysis algorithm
based on quantitative interaction measure for both commensurable and incommensurable
datasets was proposed. Finally, we conducted a case study on cross-layer optimized wireless
multimedia communications to illustrate the major cross-layer design tradeos and validate
the proposed theoretical framework. Both analytical and experimental results show the
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correctness and eectiveness of the proposed framework. The proposed framework can
signicantly enhance our capability for cross-layer behavior characterization and provide
insights for future design.
6.2 Future Work
6.2.1 Imperfect CSI and Channel Feedback Delay
In this dissertation, we have focused on cross-layer optimized wireless multimedia network-
ing with the assumption that perfect CSI is available at the receiver and the feedback
channel is error and latency free. The next step is to study the performance of the pro-
posed cross-layer optimization frameworks under imperfect CSI and channel feedback delay,
especially for mobile multimedia networks with fast-moving users.
6.2.2 Multi-Users and Multiple Antennas
In this dissertation, we have considered the scenario of single-user links with single transmit
and single receive antenna. One possible direction is to generalize our work to situations
with multi-users and multiple transmit and receive antennas. For example, video coding,
transmission, and antenna selection could be jointly considered to perform optimal resource
allocation among multi-users.
6.2.3 Content-Aware Video Communications
In this dissertation, we have proposed cross-layer optimization frameworks for wireless trans-
mission of video summary to provide video content coverage and enhance user interaction.
It would be very interesting to be able to perform adaptive source coding and transmission
on dierent video contents (e.g., foreground and background), and apply this content-aware
video communication strategy to resource-constrained wireless video applications, such as
wireless video monitoring and surveillance. We are currently working on investigating a
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content-aware video coding and transmission scheme for video surveillance over wireless
sensor and actuator networks using pan-tilt-zoom cameras [56,129].
6.2.4 Power Consumption on Video Consumption and Transmission
In Chapter 4, we considered power consumption on video transmission. Mobile multime-
dia systems are receiving more research attention, where most existing mobile computing
devices are powered by battery with limited energy resource. Therefore, the key to re-
duce the power consumption of such devices and improve the battery operating time is
how to achieve the best tradeo between the power consumption on computation and the
power consumption on communication. We are currently working on both the analysis of
power consumption of a H.264 video codec and the optimal power management of mobile
computing devices in a cross-layer design fashion [130,131].
6.2.5 Derive the Analytical Expression of the Design Objective Function
In chapter 5, we derived an analytical expression of the design objective function Y (X)
between the system output Y and the system input X by performing data tting on data
observations with the right type of tting function (e.g., polynomial, exponential, logarith-
mic, or other functions). An interesting future direction is to derive the design objective
function by using multivariate function basis and function approximation theory, where the
design objective function is represented as a linear combination of basis functions.
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